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Chapter 1

Importance of Sarvato
Bhadra Chakra

Sarvato Bhadra Chakra is like a light lamp em
powered to enlighten the whole World. According to
Brahmyamal granth, SBC is an instrument which can
most accurately predict & also verify correctness of Astro
logical predictions. It can be successfully applied for the
following purposes.

Individual Problems: Success in efforts, danger, fi
nancial loss, sickness, death, obstructions, loss of rela
tives, wife & son, dispute with government, different
types of diseases, gain & loss of property, foreign travel,
imprisonment, loss of position, set back in profession,
improvement in profession, fruitless travels, heart trouble,
protection from malefic influence, recovery from sickness,
success in efforts, lucky periods, improvement in position
& reputation, improvement in wealth, financial gains,
good luck, success in election, success in examination,
successful foreign travel, accidents, happy & unhappy
periods.

National Problems : National Politics & Wars. Eco
nomic growth, WM with enemy, success in w.ar, timing of
war for success, malefic period for govt., defeat of govt.,
& other political matters, sandhi, and famine. The predic
tion can be for the Central Govt., State Govt., or even for
local bodies.

Benefic Auspicious time : (Mahurata) :

t\ lost auspicious rnahurata ran be determined through
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sue, Il) t'llsun' SlICCl'SS in l'((Ofls & ('I1SUf(' good luck &
happiness. SBC's mahuratas can be applied tor individual
& other activities.

Horary :

Whenever a horoscope or birth chart is not available,
SBC can successfully answer all possible queries. For
horary, methodology is not only simple but most accurate
& reliable also.

Business Forecasts:

Teji (Rise) & Mandi (Fall): SBC can be successfully
applied for determining Mandi & Teji in the country, or
any particular state or in any particular city and also in
any part of the year, month or day and also for any
commodity-Iron, steel, metel, gur, sugar, cotton, grain,
vegetable products, farm house products, and large
number of commodities used by the human being. It can
also indicate the quantam of Mandi & Teji.

Acharya Narpati Ji in his commentary has declared
SBe as a wonderful example of futurology which was
developed by Hindu sages after lot of labour & sincere
efforts.

Source of SBe : The Main source of SBe is
Brahmyamal granth of' Hindu 'literature. There after
number of other Commentators & Sages experimented
& developed its application for welfare of human beings.
SBe consisting of 81 Vargas is recommended by the au
thor of Brahmyamal granth.

Other commentators:

Narpati-Author of Narpati Jayacharya

Mantreswara

Author of Mansagari

Garg

Varah Mihira
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Rising: Total

SWiiI Tithi

Procedure:

Longitude of planets: Sun, Moon, Mars, Mer,]up, Yen,
Sat, Rahu and Ketu and their star and Pada.

Speed. of planets: Retrograde, fast & normal.

House occupied: Own, friends, enemy's or netural.

Navamsa: Friend's own, enemy's or neutral.

Friend/owner.

Planets: Rising, combust, exalted or debilitated.

Numerical strength of planets:

Planet: . Sign, Navamsa Exalted Retro

Determine the Panchakas: Varan Star Sign

Panchakas of Delhi :

Panchakas of Time:

Panchakas of Gold:

Examine the Vedha of Benefic/Malefic planets on the panchakas of
Delhi, Time& Gold.

Note: Seealso Dhrubank Chakara in Chapter 18 for synchronising
the prices.
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Chapter 2

Important Norms of Astrology

Astrology is the most popular & common term used
throughout the world. Vedic Astrology is the most accu
rate & reliable science. Unfortunately during the last few
hundred years, the principles of ancient Vedic Astrology
are ignored & disappearing gradually. Those who have
sufficient knowledge of Vedic Astrology are not approach
able by a common man and they also do not like to
part with the most valuable knowledge. Astrology is
not superstition. It has developed along with the civilisa
tion.

Astrology has developed along with Astronomy. As
tronomy is accepted as a science, but scientists are not
willing to accept Astrology as a science. It is essential to
explain the importance of Astrology in this book, because
most of the principles applied in Sarvato Bhadra Chakra
are based on Astrological norms. Most of the essential
constituents of Astrology (which are applied in SBC), are
also the constituents of SBC.

Astrological principles are applied for future predic
tion, through the methodologies documented in the fol
lowing standard documents.

Standard Documents :

[atak documents

Horary documents
Mahurata documents
Nast Jeltdk documents (unknown birth tinu-)
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Varshphal documents (Annual horoscopes)

Panchang for determining the current position of
different constituents of Astrology.

~; ,.,;~~;:,:

Astrological Documents :

Astrology has also developed specialised documents
on the following subjects:· ,

Females Astrology.
]atak (individuals) problem (Hora).
Medical Astrology.
Marriage Astrology.
Longevity (Kalchakra) Astrology.
Business Astrology - Prices & Market condition.
Mundane Astrology.
Remedial Measures in Astrology.
Tantra & Mantras.

In addition large number of Sages have prescribed
different norms for tackling different problems of the
[atak (Native). But how to verify different predictions
by different Astrologers. Consequently our sages devel
oped methodologies to verify the correctness in diffe
rent predictions. Sarvato Bhadra Chakra is one of
them.

In case, SBe is also applied to verify the correctness
of Astrological predictions, the native can be guided
about the truth. This will repose confidence in the indi
vidual & percentage of correct predictons may be im
proved.

To ensure correct application of SSc'. some elemen
tarv knowledste of Astrologv is essential. Some of the
important no~;ns of Astwl~)'g)' have. been recorded in
relevant chapters. However some more norms are ex
plained here to understand Astrological terminology &
applv thorn corrertlv,
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Division of Time :

Year :' Consists of 12 months or 365 days

Paksha

Lunar
Months Indian system: 12 months.

Chaitra, Vaisakha, [yaistha, Asadha, Sravana,
Bhadrapada, Asvina, Kartika, Margasirsa,
Pausa, Magha, Phalguna.

Each month is divided into 2 Pakshas asunder:

- Shukla Paksha (Bright half).

- Krishna ~aksha (Dark half).

Days There are 7 days as under: Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Satur
day.

Ghati, Pal, Vipal :

1 Day is equal to 60 Ghaties = 24 hours.

1 Ghati is equal to 60 Pal.

t Pal is equal to 60 Vipal.

1 Hour is equal to 60 Minutes.

I Minute is equal to 60 Seconds.

Solar Months: Means when Sun enters a parti
cular sign. There are 12 solar months, based on 12
signs.

Planets : There are 9 planets as under : Sun, Moon,
Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Rahu, Ketu. Their
characteristics are explained in chapter 5. In addition,
there are 3 more newly discovered planets-Uranus, Nep
tune and Pluto.
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Signs : The Zodiac is divided into 12. signs of 30°
each. These are as under :

S. No. Signs Longitude Quality Fruitful

1. Mesa (Aries) 1]"-30" Moving Sami-Fruitful

2 Vrisa (Taurus) 30"-60" Fixed Sami-Fruitful

3. Mithuna (Gemini) 60"-90" Mutable Barren

4. Karka (Cancer) 90"-120" Moving Fruitful

5. Simha (Leo) 120"- 150" Fixed Barren

6. Kanya (Virgo) 150"- 180" Mutable Barren

7. Tula (Libra) 180"- 210" Moving Sarni-Fruitful

8. Vriscika (Scorpio) 210"-240" Fixed Fruitful

9. Dhanus (Sagittarius) 240"-270" Mutable Sami-Fruitful

10. Makara (Capricorn) 270"-300" Moving Sarni-Fruitful

11. Kumbha (Aquarius) 300"- 330" Fixed Barren

12. Mina (Pisces) 330"- 360" Mutable Fruitful

Each degree (Ansh) ~ again divided as under:

1 Sign (Rasi ) =300 (30 Ansh)

1° Degree (Ansh) = 60' (60 Kala)

l' Minute (Kala) = 60" Seconds (Vikala) .

ego 20 degree (ansh), 20 minutes (kala) &
20 seconds (vikala) can be indicated as 20°, 20',
20".

Lunar Tithies :

There are 30 tithies-15 belonging to Shukla Paksha &
15 to Krishan Paksha, as under:
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Shukla Paksha : Krishan Paksha :

S. No. Name S. No. Name
of Tithi of Tithi

1 Pratipada 1 Pratipada

2 Dvitiya 2 Dvitiya

3 Tritiya 3 Tritiya

4 Chaturthi 4 Chaturthi

5 Panchami 5 Panchami

6 Shashti 6 Shashti

7 Saptami 7 Saptami

8 Astami 8 Astami

9 Navami 9 Navami

10 Dasami 10 Dasami

11 Ekadasi 11 Ekadasi

12 Dvadasi 12 Dvadasi

13 Trayodasi 13 Trayodasi

14 Chaturdasi 14 Chaturdasi

15 Purnima 30 Amabasya

Stars (Constellations or Nakshatras) :

There are 27 stars. But in Sarvato Bhadra Chakra
Abhijit star is also used. In all 28 "stars are used
in SBC. Their names & characteristics are given
in chapter 4. Abhijit star is not used in following
cases:

Fixing the year of events-based on birth star as first
year of native's He.

Deciding the favourable & unfavourable stars
by dividing them into 9 groups-three stars in one
group.

Note: Abhijit star extends from 95-6°-40'-0 "to
9'-lOIJ-53'-20"
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New Moon:

Moon is invisible on last day of themonth known as
Amabasya. After Amabasya, a small curve is seen in the

l~ sky on Pratipada of Shuklapaksha. This rise of Moon is
classified as new Moon.

Graha Spshat : Longitude of Planets:

All the planets are regularly transi ~jng in the
sky. Their speed differs from time to time. Both the char
acteristics of planets are most important and
are used in SSe. The speed of the planet & its longitude
are always recorded in local panchangas & Ephemeris.

Change of Sign by Planets :

After stay in a sign for specified period, a planet shifts
to another sign during the course of its transit. These
details are given in Ephemeris.

Star occupied by Moon:

This indicates the birth star of the native & also indi
cates the birth sign of the native. These are widely used
in the SSe. The accurate position of the Moon on any
day is recorded in the Ephemeris.

Sankranti :

When Sun leaves a Sign & enters another Sign, it is
known as Sankranti ego when Sun enters Mesh (Aries)
Sign, it is known as Mesh Sankranti.

Planets-Combustion & Rise :

When a planet, during the course of its transit, comes
near Sun or Sun comes near the planet, the planet disap
pears due to severe light of Sun. That phenomenon
is known as combustion of planet. When the planet
reappears & is visible, it is known as Uday (rise) of
planet. Mars, Saturn & Jupiter are always coinbust in
'Vest direction &. again rise the East. Mercury & Venus
are combust in West & East also. They rise in both the
directions.
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Planet-Retrograde & Direct :

When a"planet, In transit, move srraighr, it is known
as direct and when a planet turns its direction due to
heat of Sun it is known as Retrograde. Direct planet
always go ahead. Whereas the Retrograde planet's longi
tude reduces gradually. Sun & Moon are always direct.
Whereas Rahu & Ketu are always Retrograde. Other
planets are direct & retrograde also. This position of
planets can be ascertained from Ephemeris.

Ascendant (Lagna) :

Our earth takes one full round in 24 hours. During
the course of its movement the planets, signs &
stars appears to be moving in the sky. The sign
which occupies East direction is fixed as Ascendant
(Lagna) on any particular day or at any particular time.

Important features of a horoscope (Chart) :

Every horoscope has 12 houses.
House Nos 1, 4, 7, 10 are known as Kendras (An
gles).

House No.5 & 9 are known as Trikonas (Trines).

House No.2, 5, 8, 11 are known as Panapharas
(Cadent).

House No.3, 6, 9, 12 are known as Apoklimas
(Succedent).

Malefic planets are Sun, weak Moon, Mars, Saturn,
Rahu & Ketu & Mer-whenever with a malefic planet.

Jupiter, Venus, Mercury-whenever alone & waxing
Moon are benefic planets.

All these 9 planets are posited in different houses of
the horoscope, depending on their longitude.

Every' house has a Sign, the Lord of that sign is
known as the Lord of that house.

Planets:
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cially lordship of planets, details about their friends &
enemies. strength of planets. exalted sign & debilitated
signs, speed & aspect of planets.

Mise matters about horoscope :

Any planet in 5th or 9th house gives benefic results.

Lords of 3,6, and 11th houses are always malefic &
they do not give benefic results if lords are malefic.

Benefic lords of 4, 7, and iOth houses are 100%
malefic even Jupiter & Venus, unless they occupy
their own or exaltation sign.

Malefic lords of 4, 7, 10th are 100% benefic.

Lords of 5th & 9th houses are 100% benefic.

Lords of 2nd & 12th houses are neutral, provided
they do not own any other house.

Lords of 8th house is most malefic.

Lord of 8th house when also lord of Asc gives 50%
benefic results.

Lords of 4, 7 & 10th houses (Iup & Yen), if occupy
2nd or 7th house are 100% malefic& become rnaraka

Lord of 4, 7 & 10th houses, if Mercury, occu
pies 2nd or 7th house is 50% malefic & 50% rnaraka.

Lord of 4,7, & 10th house if Moon, occupies 2nd or
7th house is 25% malefic & 25% maraka.

Lord of 8th house If Sun or Moon, are 25% malefic.

Malefic Lords of 4, 7 & 10th houses, when also lord
of 3, 6, 8, 11 house are 50% malefic.

Rahu or Ketu, when occupies 1, 4, 7, 10, 5 or 9
house give benefic results, provided their lords are
benefic by lordship & when they are conjoined with
a benefic strong planet.

Moon is less malefic than Mercury.

Mercury is less malefic than Jupiter & Venus.
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9th house is stronger than 5th house.

10th house is stronger than 7th house.

7th house is stronger than 4th house.

6th house is stronger than 3rd house.

11th house is stronger than 6th house.

Malefic planet when Retrograde becomes double
malefic.

I

Benefic planet when Retrograde becomes double
benefic.

Lords of 1, 4, 7, 10, 5 and 9th hduses, if related to
each other, specially by conjunction or exchange of
Kendra Lord with Trikona lord give Raj yogas.

I

If lords of 4,7,10,5 and 9th have malefic tendencies
they give malefic results even they are yogi planets
(This happens when lords of 4,17, 10 houses are
benefic planets).

Astrology is an applied science. Our sages used to
apply it extensively for prediction of all matters about
the world, individuals, war & peace, market
fluctuations, life & death of native, happy events &
unhappy events, victory & defeat.

Malefic lords of 6,8, and 12th houses are less malefic
than benefic lords of 4, 7, 10 houses. '

ASC Lord is 100% benefic.

Malefic lord of 4, 7 & 10th houses if also lords of 5
or 9th house are Yogi Planets.
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Chapter 3

Sarvato Bhadra Chakra & its
Constituents

Prepare a Sarvato Bhadra Chakra by drawing 10
vertical & 10 horizontal1ines. Each line intersecting each
other, making 81 vargas. These Vargas must be equal in
size & must be square. This practice is recommended by
our Sages. Some other sages have recommended SBC
consisting of 64 or 144 vargas. These varga systems are
not popular. Now record the following constituents in the
SBC.

Stars: Place all the 28 Stars (including Abhijit) in the
28 top vargas of SBC, excluding 4 vargas in 4 corners,
which are allotted to 4 vowels, A, AA, Eo. EE. Now
indicate Stars in the SBC as under:

East direction: Stars from Krittika to Aslesha (varga
Nos. 2-8).

South direction: Stars from Magha to Visakha (varga .
Nos. 10-16).

West direction: Stars from Anuradha to Sravana
(varga Nos. 18-24).

North direction: Stars from Dhanistha to Bharani
(varga Nos. 26-32).

. Abhijit Star is specially applied in SBC. It Starts from
Uttara-Sadha. (Last pada) & end in Sravana (2nd pada).
Longitude 276°-40' to 280°-53'-20". As such th: duration
of the 3 Stars is less than other 25 Stars, which are of
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13"-20' each. In SSC, Krittika has been assigned first
position because in Swarodaya sastra & Satpan Chakra,
Kritika has been posited at S. No.1.

Signs : The next important constituent of SB~ is
Sign. In Astrology there are 12 signs. These signs should
be placed in Vargas assigned to them as under:

Signs Varga No Direction

Taurus (Vrisa) 58 East

Gemini (Mithuna) 59 East

Cancer (Kark) 60 East

Leo (Simha) 62 South

Virgo (Kanya) 63 South
Libra (Tula) 64 South
Scorpio (Vriscika) 66 West
Sagittarius (Dhanus) 67 West
Capricorn (Makara) 68 West
Aquarius (Kumbha) 70 North
Pisces (Mina) 71 North
Aries (Mesa) 72 North

\

Each sign has 9 padas & 4 padas in each Star. Keep
varga nos 61, 65, 69, 57 for consonants & vowels.

Lunar Tithies

The next important constituant is Lunar Tithies: These
should be placed as under:

Nanda Tithies 1, 6, 11 in varga No. 74 in
East.

Bhadra Tithies

Jaya Tithies

2, 7, 12 in varga No. 76 in
South.

3, 8, 13 in varga No. 78 in
T,,. •
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Rikta Tithies

Poomima Tithies

4, 9, 14 in varga No. 80 in
North.

5, 10, 15, 30 in Varga No. 81 in
Centre.

Weekdays:

The next important constituant is weekdays. These
should be placed in SBC,along with Lunar Tithies as
under:

Sunday & Tuesday in Varga No. 74 in East.

Monday & Wednesday in Varga No. 76 in South.

Thursday in Varga No. 78 in West.

Friday in Varga No. 80 in North.

Saturday in Varga No. 81 in Centre.

Vowels :

There after, vowels, which are part of the individual
name should be placed as under in SBC :

A 1
AA 9
E (Small) 17
EE (Big) 25
00 (Small) 33
00 (Big)

.
39

AE (Small) 65
AEI (Big)

,i-'

69
a (Small) 73
au (Big) 75....
RE 45
REE 51
AM 77
AHA 79
LRI 57
T "RH'R n1
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Consonants :

Now Place the consonants (First word of name) in
the SBC as under :

Consonant

A

Va

Ka

Ha .u

Da

Ma
Ta

Pa

Ra
Ta

Na

Ya

Bha

]a

Kha

Ga

Sa

Da

Cha

La

Directions :

Varga No

34

35
36

37

38
40

41
42

43

44

46

47

48

49

50
52
53
54
55
56

Also indicate the directions in SBC. These directions
will indicate the position of Countries, Cities in that di
rection which are afflicted by Sun, when ever Sun tran
sits in that direction.
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How to determine Vowel etc from popular name :

Chakra for determining vowels and consonants from
popular latest name, when real horoscope is not avail
able.

Vowels A EE va AE a
(Swar)

Consonants Kil Kha Ca Ghd Cha Shukla Pakhd

Tithi I 2 3 -I 5

Consonants Chha la lha Ta Tha. Krishan Paksha

Tithi 1 2 3 -I 5

Consonants Da Dha Ta Tha Da Shukla Paksha

Tithi 6 7 8 9 10 I

Consonants Dha Na Pa Phd Va Krishan Paksha
. ,

Tithi 6 7 8 9 10

Consonants Bha Ma Ya Ra La Shukla Paksha

Tithi 11 12 13 14 15
.. . .

Consonants Ba Sha She Sa Ha Krishan Paksha

Tithi 11 12 13 14 15

Nanda Bhadra [aya Rikta Purna

Tithi 1,(\1l 2,7,12 3,~13 -4,9,14 5.10,15

Notes: If Consonant is [a, the Swar (Vowel) will be
EE & Lunar Tithi will be 2.

From the Consonant also determine the Star of that
word, from Star determine sign & pada. This Chakra
should be applied when the original horoscope of the
native is not available.

When Consonant is available (from the popular
name) decide the Vowel & Tithi from the above
Chakra.
\Vhl'n two words are joined in the name, take the
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Vowel which belongs to first word.

When the first word is Swar (Vowel) itself, consic
it as Swar (Vowel) & Consonant also.

When an individual has many names, consider t
latest name only.

Extra details :

A detailed SBC should contain the following inf
mation, which is essential for predictians, based on S1
& pada of Stars.

Stars-28 Stars including Abhijit
Pada of Stars-four padas in each Star.
Consonants & Vowals of each pada of Star.
Sign of the Star.
Place all 9 planets of native's birth chart in approp
ate pada or star. The details are given in specim,
given in chapter 18.

Vargas in SHe:

As explained above, the SBC contains 81 vargas. J
these vargas are distributed as under.

- Stars 28 Vargas
:... Signs 1J.2 Vargas
- TIthies/Weekdays 5 Vargas
- Vowels' 16 Vargas
- Consonants 20 Vargas

Total 81 Vargas

Note: See Chapter 18 for S.B.C.

Sapta Nadi

Details of seven Nadies along with their Stars 8

,given in the following Chakra. Find out your birth St
Nadi and locate lord of your Nadi from the followi
Chakra and specially indicate that Nadi & Lord over t
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birth Star. When ever any planet 0I planets transit this
Nadi Star/lord, it gives result as under:

Sapt Nadi Chakra

NO Prachand PaWilll D.ruil &U~a r-m Jal Amrit

lad Sehun !im. MIls Jup. VB1.IS Maouy M:xn

SIm I<rittika Rd1n MBs AIda Purwvasu F'U!;ya As1ehl

SIm V~ Svati 0litIa Hasta u.fl1alguni P.Fhalguni ~

Slam ArurcIdha lyestha MJh P.Sadha U.Sadha Abhijit Sravana

SIm Bharani Awini Revati U.Bha- P.EI1a- Satabhisa llimj.

drapeda drapada stha

1. Prachand Nadi Stars: Most dangerous. Indicate
Travelling, differences, Malefic planets indicate greatest
harm. Benefic Planets indicate permanent achievement of
high standard and unexpected gains.

2. Pawan Nadi Stars: Indicate lot of travelling.
Minor benefic and malefic results but very fast

3~ Dehan Nadi Stars: Indicate lot of mental tension
in that year, avoid working. He will be quarrelsome,
hostile, angry, jealous and spoil his life to some extent

4. Sobhaya Nadi Stars: Indicate happy results due
to Vedha and transit of benefic planets. Ensure benefic
results to native & all his family members. Ensure many
type of happy events, never experienced in life.

5. Neer Nadi Stars: Indicate uncertainty. Native has
to work hard to achieve desired results, otherwise failures.
Native gets many opportunies in this period.

6.Jal Nadi Stars: Indicate some benefic events, which
are possible during that year only. Ensure also some ben
efic and malefic results which are everlasting.

7. Arnrit Nadi Stars: Indicate everlasting benefic
results, which the native enjoys through out his
life.

Андрей
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Notes

Saroaio Bhadra Chakra & its Constituents

If Nadi Star lord, alone transit the Star of
the Nadi, result will be as per name of
Nadi.

Results are more specific when Moon
joins the Nadi along with benefic/malefic
planet.

Full Moon (6th of Shukla Paksha to 5th of
Krishan Paksha) along with lord of the
Nadi ti.u.sir/aspect, most benefic results are
assured.

SAHAM :

Punya Saham : Special Sensitive point indicating
fortunate longitude & its lord as under

Day Birth: Moon-Sun + Ascendant = Longitude.
Night Birth: Sun-Moon-Ascendant =Longitude.

If the Lord of the above Saham occupies I, 4, 7, 10,
5, 9 house it is most beneficial & fortunate. In other cases,
the native does not get the desiredresults. Whenever any
benefic planet transit the Saham's longitude & its lord,
fortunate period is indicated.

Vimsottri Mahadasa : Find out the Lords of Dasa
and Antardasa. If these Lords ~cupy 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 Star
from birth Star, benefic results are assured during Dasa
as & when the benefic planet transit these lords position
in SBC.

Strength of Planets in Natal & Navamsa Charts:
Determine the strength as per standard practice & indi
cate these planets in SBC.

Navamsa:

A Navamsa Chart consists of 108 Vargas of
30 -20' each, uividing a sign into 9 equal parts of
30 -20' each. In this circle each Star has four padas & each
pada indicates a Navamsa. The Starpada position of a
planet indicates accurate position.

Андрей
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Rule: Sign: I, 4, 7, 10 : The Navamsa division
Starts from the sign itself.

Sign: 2, 5, 8, 11 : The Navarnsa division Starts
from the 9th sign.

Sign: 3, 6, 9, 12: The Navamsa division Starts
from the 5th sign.

Navamsa Chart

No. of Number of sign (Rasi) e.q, 1 stands for Aries
Nov. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 1 10 7 4 1 10 7 4 1 10 7 4

2 2 11 8 5 2 11 8 5 2 11 8 5

3 3 12 9 6 3 12 9 6 3 12 9 6

4 4 1 10 7 4 1 10 7 4 1 10 7

5 5 2 11 8 5 2 11 8 5 2 11 8

6 6 3 12 9 6 3 12 9 6 3 12 9

7 7 4 1 10 7 4 1 10 7 4 1 10

8 S 5 2 n ~ 5 2 11 8 5 2 11

9 9 6 3 12 9 6 3 12 9 6 3 12

3l 'ffu<>;j <TWm 'l'l 3m.t Ti ~ amf 311

~ 0 3l If ~ ~ ~ "I. 1;'qT

~ ~ ~ ~ fi:l~ <;;qf ~ 'I '11:01

t'iiil "
.q-q ~ .\ ~ ~ I'm z "3 1:01

1.".11

'I:lT:! 'lJf' l!f'I ...'!.
~ 1:1 n<lo '" 1;

4.9.14 5 .1015.30 2.7.12

II '¥'l 3l: ~ 31 ¥TT < R;;T'i'1T '.S.ll

-mI '1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ 11 OJ "' \l '< 'I '2 f<mrlJT

{ lJ12IUl 31foq "3 ''IT 'i,"lT l@ ~ ~ {

1'.5. For English Version See Chapter 18



Chapter 4

All About Stars
Zodiac has been divided into 12 signs & 27 Sta:

Each sign consists of 2V4 Stars & each Star is equal to 1:
20'. Stars play an important roll' in Astrology, Birth St
is considered most important in Astrology as well as
SBC. The Birth Star is considered to be a very sensitr
point in the natal chart of a person. The position of Stai
Bcnefic/ Malefic from Birth Star is as under:

Benefic/malefic Stars : 1st 2nd 3rd
series series serie

Birth Star-Danger 1 10 19
Sampath-Wealth & prosperity " 11 20
Vipath-Loss & accident 3 12 21
Kshemya-Prosperity 4 13 22
Pratwara-Loss in business 5 14 23
Sadhaka-Success 6 15 24
Naidhana-Death 7 16 25
Maitra-Friendship 8 17 26
Param-Maitra-Intimate friend 9 18 27

- From Birth Stars, the Stars indicated at S. Nos. 2, 4,
8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 27 are consi
ered benefic.

- From Birth Star, the Stars indicated at S. No.1, 3,
7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 19, 21, 23, 25, are considered malef

Particulars of Stars :

Names of Stars, their sign, their lord & their Ion:
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5L Star Sign Star Lord Longitude

1. Asvini Aries Ketu 0°_0' to 13°-20

'\ 2- Bharani Aries Venus 13-20 to 20-40

3. Krittika Aries & Sun 26-40 to 40-00
Taurus

4. Rohini Taurus Moon 40-00 to 53-20

5. Mrgasirsa Tau/Gemini Mars 53-20 to 66-40

6. Arda Gemini Rahu 66-40 to 80-00

7. Punarvasu Gem/Cancer Jupiter 80-00 to 93-20

8. Pusya Cancer Saturn 93-20 to 106-40

9. Aslesha Cancer Mercury 106-40 to 120-00

10. Magha Le<.~ Ketu 120-00 to 133-20

11. P. Phalguni Leo Venus 133-20 to 146-40

12. U. Phalguni Le9/Virgo Sun 146-40 to 160-00

13. Hast<: Virgo Moon 160-00 to 173-20

14. Chitra ViJbo/Libra Mars 173-20 to 186-40

15. Svati Li~ra Rahu 186-40 to zoo-co
16. Visakha Lib/Scorpio Jupiter 200-00 to 213-20

17. Anuradha Scorpio Saturn 213-20 to 226-40
18. Jrestha Scorpio Mercury 226-40 to 240.00
19. Mula Sagittarius Ketu 240-00 to 253-20
20. P.Sadha Sagittarius Venus 253-20 to 266-40
21. U. Sadha Sag/ Sun 266-40 to 276-40

Capricorn

22- Abhijit Capricron Sun 276-40 to280'-53'-20
23. Sravana Capricorn Moon 280-53'-20" to 293.20
24. Dhanistha Capricorn/ Mars 293-20 to 306-40

Aquarius

25. Satabhisaj Aquarius Rahu 306-40 to 320-00
26. P.Bhadrapada Aquarius/ Jupiter 320-00 to 333-20

Pisces

'0. U. Bhadrapada Pisces Saturn 333-'20 to 346-40
28. Revati Pisces Mercury 346-40 to 360"-00
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Whenever a benefic planet occupy benefic Star
as indicated above, benefic results are expec
ted or when che benefic planet has a benefic Vedha
aspect.

Whenever a malefic planet occupy or has Vedha
aspect on the malefic Stars as indicated above, ma
lefic results must take place.

Whenever two malefic planets occupy birth Star or
have malefic Vedha aspect, the native may fall sick.

Similarlv affliction of birth Star and Stars at S. Nos.
10 & 19"'simultaneously, indicate death.

Tendency of Stars :

1. Birth Star: It gives results according to its nature,
but it's results are everlasting.

2. Sampath Star : Planet on this Star gives
maximum benefic results, have great impact in
life of native. Benefic planets give more benefic results.

3. Vipath Star : It creates maximum obstructions
and malefic results according to it's nature. But benefic
results are insignificant. e.g. Jupiter on this Star, gives
malefic results to children & family.

4. Khemya Star: It gives benefic results, which are
enjoyed by whole-family.

5. Pratwara Star: It does not gives results directly. It
gives disappointments. It effects others, who associates
with the native.

6. Sadhaka Star: Planets owning or occupying this
Star gets 100% benefic results, but after some efforts.
Some of the native expect some quick benefic results, but
these are delaved.

"'

. 7. NaidhanaStar : Planets occupying this Star indi
cate hopeful nature of native, but it seldom happens.

8. Maitra Star: Planets occupying this Star indicate

Андрей
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all type of achievements through frinds. Specially while
travelling, through known or unknown persons.

9. Param Maitra Star : Planets occuping this
It Star give results through a person or an organisation

during the course of travelling. If a malefic planet
is on this point, this destroys the achivements of native.

Extra details :

For following details about Stars, see relevant chap-
ters as indicated below:

Stars: Their padas, consonants, Vowels & vargas in
SBC-see chapter 3.

Stars: Indicating Vedha by planets-see chapter 6.

Stars: Indicating Vedha & results-see chapter 7.

Stars: Indicating different part of India, Cities, Com
modities etc (as significators)-see chapter 8.

PADA & CONSONANTS OF STARS:

Stars - Padas & Consonants :

S. Star Pada 1 Pada2 l'ada3 Pada4 Varga
No conso- conso- conso- conso- num-

nant nant nant nant ber

1. Asvini Chu Chay eho La 31

2. Bharani Le· Lu Lay Lo 32.

3. Krittika Aa Be V A 2

4. Rohini 0 Va Vi Ve 3

5. Mrgasirsa Vay Vo. .Ka Ki 4

6. Arda Ku Gha Na Chha 5
7. Punarvasu Kay Ko Ha Hi 6

8. Pusya Hu Hay Ho Da 7

9. Aslesha. De Du Day Do 8

10. Magha. Ma Me Mu May 10

II. P. Phalguni Mo Ta Ti Tu 11
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As above
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- Rahu Always retrograde in motion.

- Ketu Always retrograde in motion.

- Mars 'May be direct (Normal or high speed)
or retrograde.

- JuP May be direct (Normal or high speed)
or retrograde. .

- Sat May be direct (Normal or high speed)
or retrograde.

- Yen May be direct (Normal or high speed)
or retrograde.

- Mer May be direct (Normal or high speed)
or retrograde.

Standard Speed of Planets :

Planet Nanna! Fast Very fast

Jupiter 5'-00" 12'-22" 14'-4"

Venus 59'-8" 73'-43" 75'-42" .

Saturn 2'-0" 5'-27" 7'-45"

Mars 31'·26" 39'-1" 46'-11"

Mercury 59'-8" 104'-46" 113'-32"

Vedha power of a planet :

- Direct motion-Normal sped Front Vedha.

~ Direct motion-High speed Left Vedha.

- Retrograde motion .Right Vedha.

It may be indicated here that the speed .of above
planets is never fixed. It goes on changing from time to
time & year to year. As such it should be checked from
the standard Indian Ephemeris. When anv.reliabieIndian
Ephemeris is not available, decide the speed of a planet as
under:

Андрей
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How to determine speed: a simple method:

Sun's position from
a planet

Assumed speed of
a planet

Sun inTst house .Retrogradation of Mer /
Yen is possible.

Sun in 2nd house. Fast motion.

Sun in 3rd house. Normal motion.

Sun in 4th house. Normal being slow

Sun in 5th/6th house. Retrograde motion

Sun in 7th/8th house. Retrograde motion.

Sun in 9th/10th house. Fast motion.

Sun in 11th/12th house. Fast motion.

Norms for Venus & Mercury:

Venus & Mercury in 2nd house from Sun: Retro
grade.

Venus & Mercury in 12th house from Sun: Fast.

Venus & Mercury in 3 & 11th house from Sun
Normal.

Notes:

Speed of Sun & Moon is fixed.

Planets having more speed than Sun/Moon may be
considered as fast.

Planets having less speed than Sun/Moon may be
considered as slow.

Exaltation of Planets :

All Planets are constantly moving around the Sun anc
also 12 Signs. During their movement they move in Signs
which they do not rule. They are sometimes powerfu
or weak therein, depending on the sign they transit. The)
are accordingly called exalted, debilitated, retrograde 01
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detriment. Planets are strong or weak depending on the
sign they occupy and are called exalted, if they occupy Signs
as under during their movement.

Planets Exaltation Si~ns Longitude Star & Lord

Sun Aries in 10" (10") Asvini (Ketu)

Moon 10" Taurus in 3° (33") Krittika (Sun)

Mars Capricorn in 28" (298") Dhanistha(Mars)

Mercury Virgo in 15" (165°) Hasta (Moon)

Jupiter Cancer in 5° (95°) Pusya(Sat)
Venus Pisces in 27'" (357") Revati (Mer)

Saturn Libra in 200 (200") Svati (Rahu)
Rahu Gemini in 20" (80"') Arda(Rdhu)
Ketu Sagittarius in 20" (26(1') P. Sadha (Venus)
Uranus Scorpio
Nepture Leo

Pluto Aries

Notes: Mercury's exaltation point is 15°in Virgo. There
after its Mooltrikona extends upto 25°. The remain
ing 5° of Virgo is his own house.

Some Sages consider entire sign as an exaltation
sign & the above mentioned longitude indicates
most exaltation point of these planets.

Navarnsa Varga:

In Sarvato Bhadra Chakra special importance is given
to the Navamsa position of a planet. It is most useful to
understand the micro-result of a planet. To find out the
Navamsa the zodiacal circle (Bhavachakra) is divided into
108 equal parts of 3°-20" each. It means that each sign is
divided into 9 Navamsa parts or it is equal to one pada of
3°-20'each of a Star. The limit of each Navamsa in a sign is
as under:

1 Navamsa from 00 - 0' to 3° - 20'

2nd Navamsa from 3°- 20' to 6° - 40',

3rd Navamsa from 6°- 40' to 100- 00'
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~th Navamsa from 100- 00' to 13° - 20'

5th Navarnsa from 13°- 20' to 16° - 40'

6th Navamsa from 16°- 40' to 20° - 00'

7th Navamsa from 200 - 00' to 23° - 20'

8th Navamsa from 23° - 20' to 26° - 40'

9th Navamsa from 26°- 40' to 300 - 00'

Navamsa Chakra

Amsa "Aries, Leo Taurs, virgo Gemini, libra,. Cancer, Scorpio
Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces

3°.20' 1 10 7 4
6°-40' 2 11 8 5
100-00' 3 12 9 6
13°-20' 4 1 10 7
16°-40' 5 2 11 8
200-00' 6 3 "12 9
23°.20' 7 4 1 10
26°-40' 8 5 2 11
300-00' 9 6 3 12

Transit of planets:

All planets are transiting (moving) in the Zodiac Cir
cle of 360°. Planets are moving from first pada, Star
(Nakshatra) and sign (Rasi) to next pada etc. Their mo
tions in a pada, Star & Sign are as under:

Planet Period in P~da Period in Star Period in Sign
(Approximate) (Approximate) (Approximate)

Sun 3°.20' (3 days 8hrs) 13°.20' (14 days) 300(30 days)
Ketu 3°~20' (60 d) 13°.20' (240 day) 300(18 months)
Rahu 3°.20' (60 day) 13°.20' (240 day) 300(18 months)
Moon 3°-20' (6 Hrs) 13°.20' (1 day) 300(21/4 days)
Mars :\°·20' (5 days) 13"-20' (20 days) 30"(45 days)
Mercury 3"-20· (3d. Sh) 13"-20' (13d 8h) 30"~(30 days)

Jupiter 3°.20' (4Od) 13°-20' (160 d) 300(12 days)
Venus 3°.20' (3d-8H) 13°.20' (13d-8h) 300(30 months)

Saturn 3°.20' (60 d) 13°.20' (2~0 day) 300(18 months)
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Notes: EachSign = 30"-00'
EachStar = 13°-20'
EachPada = 3°-20'
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Approximate period of traasit of planets in different
Signs. -

Planets Transits in 12 Signs Y. M D. R M.

Sun Transits in 12 Signs 1

Moon do 27. 7. 43.

Mar
_..

do 1 10

Mer do 1

]up do 12

Yen do 1

Sat do fI 29 6

Rahu do 1 6

Ketu do 1 6

Uranus do -:-- 84-

Neptune do 165

Pluto do 248

Impact of Planets in Transit:

In Sarvato Bhadra Chakra, the whole methodology of
prediction is based on movement of planets in Signs, Stars
& padas of Stars & thier correct Vedha. Impact of a planet
can only be ascertained from the correct longitude of a planet
'& its placement in appropriate pada of a Star. Benefic re
sults depend on transit of benefic planets on benefic sign &
Star, specially 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 Stars from birth Star. Benefic
planet occupying benefic sign, benefic Star indicates ben
efic Vedha aspect.

Conjunction of planets in a Star during transit:

When 2 or 3 planets conjunct, during their transit, on
a particular Star, the results will be as under:
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Conjunction of Benefic planets = Benefic resul ts.

Conjunction of malefic planets= Malefic results.

Conjunction of malefic & Benefic planets: Results de
pends on victorious planet.

Notes:

Planet in the North is considered victorious, and plane
in South is considered defeated except Venus.

. Planet with Sun is considered as Combust.

Planet with Moon is considered in Samagam.

Planet with Mars is considered in war-provided thei
longitudes are in the same Star.

Planet in Samagam or war, whether in North or Soutl
is victorious if in North Kranti.

Planets having same nature, occupying same pada 0

a Star, classification of victorious planet is not neces
sary. However the 'willof the planet, having more Ion
gitude, will prevail.

Rahu or Ketu occupying North Star will be victori·
ous.

If both the planets are in South kranti, the planet ir
lesser longitude will be victorious.

Ifboth the planets are equally strong, both the planets
will give appropriate results according to their
significations.

If both the planets are equally strong-one is friend &
other enemy - treat their impact as neutral.

Kranti means two planets having the same longitude
either in North or South.

Ifboth the planets are in North Star, the planet having
, .more longitude is victorious.
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Vedha aspect of Planets:

In Sarvato Bhadra Chakra, speed of a planet is of vital
importance because-all types of Vedha aspects depends on
speed. Usually the planets, have following types of speed:

Motion - speed Vedha Aspect

- Direct motion - Normal speed. Front.

- Direct motion - High speed Left.

- Retrograde motion-Backward motion Right

Direct motion: When a planet moves direct without
stopping, in anti clock wise direction, it is know as direct
motion, e.g. planet moving from Aries to Taurus. It's Vedha
aspect is always front Vedha.

Types of Vedha aspect:

In Sarvato Bhadra Chakra, aspect of planets, is con
sidered most important, because Vedha depends on aspect,
which may be direct, right or left, depending on the speed
of a planet. This aspect is different than the aspeet in Vedic
Astrology. Their aspect is front when in normal speed, left
when in high speed & right Vedha when retrograde.

Grading of Aspect:

Aspeet by a Benefic planet:

Sign occupied by a planet:

Own Friend Neutral Enemy Aspect

20.00 15.00 10.00 5.00 100%

15.00 11.25 7.50 3.75 75%
:' 10.00 7.50 5.00 2.50 50%

5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25 25%

Aspeet by a Malefic planet:

Sign occupied by a planet:
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Own Friend Neutral Enemy Aspect

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 100%

3.75 7.50 11.25 15.00 75%

2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00 50%

1.25 2.50 3.75 I 5.00 25%

Notes:
i

The above units indicate the presumed numerical
strength-Benefic or malefic.

Special Vedha aspect:

As already explained, the plane~shave the following
three types ofVedha aspect only: .

Motion (speed) Vedha aspect

Direct Motion of a Planet in Normal speed: Front

Direct Motion of a Planet in High speed: Left

Retrograde Motion of a planet: Right

Sun, Moon, Rahu& Ketu have fixed speed: Front, Right & Left

In addition to above the following aspects may also be
considered:

Special Vedha Aspect:

Planet Staraspected Aspect \ Aspect in
from Star inS.P. during K.P.during
occupied by day & fore night &
the planet noon afternoon

Sun 15,5 Behind Front
Moon 15 Front Behind
Mars 15,8,10 Behind Front
Mercury 15,9,12 Front Behind
Jupiter 15,10,19 Front Behind
Venus 15,9,12 Front Behind
Saturn 15,3,5,21 Behind Front
Rahu 15,9,. Behind Front

Note: S.P. Stands for Sukla Paksha and K.P. for Krishan Paksha
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Aspect in Vedic Astrology:

.....q

Planet Full aspect 3/4th aspect 1/4aspect l/4aspect

Sun, Moon 7th 4th &: 8th 5th &9th 3rd&:10th

., Mer,Ven do do do do

Rahu&: Ketu 7,5,9 do - do

Mars 7,4,8, - 5th9th 3rd &:lOth

Jupiter 7,5,9 4th&:8th - 3rd &:lOth

Saturn 7,3,10 4th &: 8th 5th &:9th -

Benefic.

Malefic.

25%Benefic

25%Benefic

100% Malefic

100% Benefic.

100% Benefic

100% Malefic.

Aspect: Benefic or Malefic:

Benefic planet aspects a Malefic
planet:

Malefic planet aspects a Benefic
planet:

Malefic planet aspects a Malefic
planet:

Benefic planet aspects a Benefic
planet:

5th & 9th aspect

4th &8th aspect (except Mars)

Saturn having 4th aspect of
Mars

Mars having 4th aspect of
Saturn

3rd &11th aspect of benefic Benefic.
planet.

Significations of Planets:

Benefic Planets: Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus.
They always give benefic results provided they are
having no relation with malefic planets.

Malefic planets: Mar, Sun, Saturn, Rahu & Ketu. They
are supposed to give malefic results, subject to impact
of benefic planets on them at the time,of motion caus-
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ing Vedha.

Significations 0.£ Sun:

Impact on native: Tension, obstructions by govern
ment, fever, foreign travel, all type of obstructions, unhap
piness, difficulties in every effort, opposition by father &
mother, financial loss, danger from animals & accident,
worries, professional set backs, loss of property, eye trou
ble, heart attack and misunderstanding.

Impact on Commodities: Precious stones, rice, cop
per, gold, gems, currenE:y, oils, silk, grains, cotton and
goundnut.

General: Regions, states, red colour items, temples,
activities by and for government, father, heat, head of a
country, President, Prime Minister.

Notes: Sun is more active when joined with another
planet, although that planet may be combust. In such cases
market condition reverse.

Significations of Moon:

Impact on Native: Victory over enemies, benefic
results, acquisition of ornaments & dresses & vehicles,
recovery from sickness, good sex. Different types of dis
eases, imprisonment, separation, unhappy events and ob-
structions (if Moon is malefic). '

Impact on commodities: Silver, water, milk, petro
shares, brewery, oil, wines, fishery, glass, ghee, food stuff,
white clothes, rice, wheat, salt, pearl, sugarcane, honey,
white items and matters related to public.

General: City, town, living .things, female, hotel
& catering, navigation, victory over enemies, milk indus
try,commercial undertakings, rich woman, dams, and de
velopmental activities.

Notes: Weak Moon gives malefic results-losses, set
backs, disappointments, failure. It is useful for daily pre
dictions.
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I

Significations of Mars: (Malefic)

Impact on Native: Lossof mental power, financial loss,
death of any relative, loss of landed property, sickness, ob
structions, tension, trouble due to wife & children, separa
tion, stomach disease, foreign travel, loss of blood & acci
dent, reduction of mental power, setbacks in efforts.defeat
in litigation for property.

Impact on Commodities: Gur, gwar, turmeric, gold,
rice, oilseeds, coffee, tea, metal, all items of red colour, ma
chinery, gram, copper, red coral, wine, weapons and oil
seeds.

General: Metal industries, building industries, brick
manufacturing, distillery,city,town, male, fire places, heavy
rain and storms, trading in weapons, army, police, crimi
nal cases, accidents and industries.

Significations of Mercury:

Impact on Native: Happiness due to wife & children,
favours from government, happy & peaceful life, marriage,
release from jail, recovery from sickness, acquisition of
landed property, good reputation, intelligency & top posi
tion in examinations, business & professional development,
good heatlh, writing of books, financial gain, success inelec
tion, honours and promotion.

Impact on Commodities: Wheat, grains, food stuff,
silk, textiles, sugar, cotton, copper, all items of green colour,
green clothes, arhar, groundnut, and peas.

General: City, town, living things, picnic spots, businss
development activities, school, publishing &intellectual
activities, mathematics, astrology, business and writ-
ings. .

!
Notes: When slow in motion, its influence on price is

great. It gives malefic results, when with a malefic planet,
combust or with enemy. It indicats setbacks, sickness and
unhappy events.
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Significations ofJupiter: (Benefic)

Impact on Native: Financial gain from many sources,
favours from government, peace & happiness in life, reli
gious ceremonies, promotion,good health, good luck, happy
& benefic events, prosperty, all round success, business &
professional success, success in litigation, victory in elec- .
tion, marriage, good luck and awards.

Ifmalefic relations: Death, serious sickness, displeas
ure of government, obstruction, defamation, foregin travel,
sickness of wife & son and imprisonment.

Impact on Commodities: Gold, Silver, turmeric, rub
ber, food stuffs, zinc, grams, jute, tobacco, tin, luxury goods,
yellow sapphire and salt.

General: Country, living things, shares, banks, legal
matters, financial matters, cloth mills, independent busi
ness, ministership, religious, & legal matters, schools, col
leges, universities, judges, advocates, big projects, hospi
tals and Ministry.

Significations of Venus: (Benefic)

Impact on Native: Marriage, gain through wife, son,
good health, good news, sex, relation with a noblewoman,
favours from government, peace, favours through wife,
romance and professional achievements.

\

Ifmalefic relation: Loss,dispute with women, allsorts
of problems.

Impact on commodities: Cotton, sugar, jute, textile,
wheat, rice, silver, silk, confectionary, all items of white col
our, glass, copper, fancy items, perfumes, wine, spices,
grains, jute, diamond, ghee, oil and lightweight items.

General: States, regions, female, love, sex & beauty,
shares, flower, cultivation, trade & industry, catering, ap
ple industry, sufficient water supply, entertainment, artis
tic & social activities, singers, dancers, art, actors, music,
painters, cinema, film producers, marriage and divorce.
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Notes: When Venus is combust or malefic it causes
loss of wealth, dispute with wife, separation and divorce.

Significations of Saturn: (Malefic)

Impact .on Native: Sickness, danger from enemies,
sudden upsets, desertion by friend &employees, fever, for
eign travel, imprisonment, loss of position, marital discord,
accident& deaIth, defeat in litigation, weakness, poverty,
misfortune, pain in body & painful events, serious danger,
trouble due to relations with a foreign woman, severe weak
ness, tension, fear, failures, and blood disorder.

Impact on Commodities: Metals, all items of black &
blue colour, steel, coal, lead, cement, oil seeds, mustard,
groundnut, wool, iron, jute, barley, vegetables, potato, blue

, sapphire, leather goods, til, urad, gram and black salt. .

General: Country, famine, mining, farming & cement
factories, building trade, shoe factories, agriculture, metal
lurgy, marble quarry, poverty, misfortunes, death, mines,
oil refineries, share of oil companies, shares of steel compa
nies, shares of mechanical companies & engineering com
panies, trucks, engines, shares of drug companies, NRI com
panies, labour, jails, labour laws, emergency and corrup
tion.

Notes: Conjunction with Mars indicate severe market
fl uctuations.

Significations of Rahu: (Malefic)

Impact on Native: Heart trouble, obstrtuctions, giddi
ness, danger, relation with a widow or low class woman,
possibility of murder, setbacks in efforts, enemity with up
per class or superiors, sickness, opposition, accident and
epilepsy.

Impact on Commodities: Metals, all items of black col
our, wireless & electrical goods, gomed, iron, til and urad.

General: Country, male.snake house(bambi) sudden
events and Muslims.



Chapter 6-

ALL ABOUT SIGNS
An imaginary belt extending from about 9" North and

9" South of the ecliptic exists. This belt is known as Zodiac.
In this belt planets constantly move. This Zodiac belt is di
vided into 12 equal divisions of 300each. Each such divi
sion is called a Sign. In all there are 12 Signs. Since Signs
play an important role in prediction through Sarvato
Bhadra Chakra, their important characteristics, their na
ture & their significations are explained in this chapter.

Nature of Signs :

Sign'i Nature BeIV Cem Quality Fmitful Positive!
Mi Ba:ren ~e

Aries Fiery Malefic Male M' . 5:mi- PositivePWlg
FnritfuJ

Taurus Farthy Benefic Female Fixed Semi- Negative
Fruitful

Gemini Airy Benefic Male Mutable Barren Positive

Caro!r Watery Benefic Female Moving Fruitful Negative

Leo Fiery Malefic Male Fixed , Barren Positive

Vugo fiu1hy BerefJ: FenaIe MubHe Bmm Nega~

Libra Airy Benefic ~ ~ S:mi- Pa;iIiw
FnritfuJ

Srorpio Watery \1a1efic Female Fixed Fruifful Negative

Sagittarius Fiery Berefic Male Mutable Semi- Positive
fruitful

Caprican Earthy Benefic Female Moving JJ Nt'gtttiVl'

Aquari~ Any Malfic Male Fixed Barren Positive

Psoes Waterv Benefc Female Mutable Fruitful Negative>
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Ch ct isti [SOara ens res 0 19I1S

Sign Ruling Colour Asee- Direet- Grm Detri- Teji (rise)
PLum ·.ion ion mentSign r.l.tndi(F..U)

Aries Mam Red short East RedCOIaI Libra Teji

Taurus \ems ~Vhite Short South Diamond Scorpio Teji

Gemini Mer Green Short West Emerald Sagitt \fandi

Can:er Moon Pink ~ North Pearl Coprirom Mandi

Leo 5Jn Brcwn ~ East Ruby .-\quari TE'ji

Virgo Mer Grey Lorg South Emerald Pisces ~idndi

Libra \ems \'\'hite Lorg West Diamond Aries \!<mdi

Scorpio Mars Golden urg North Redcoral Taurus Tl;i

Sagitt- Jupiter Yellow urg East Yellow Gtmilli T,;i
arius sapphire

Capricorr Saturn IBluly'black Short South Blue Gn.er T~i

Sapphire

Aquarius Saturn ill Short Wt'St dl U\l Mandi

Pisces Jupiter Yellow Short North Yellow Virgo Mandi
Saprfun'

'111"

Significations of Signs

Significations of Aries:

Impact on Native: Deafness, biles, Y.D., ringworm,
migraine, vertigo, deception by friends, anxiety, disease of
head & face, muscles, arteries, veins, pimples, polypus,
neuralgia, headache, cerebral congestion, small pox,
worries, overstraining the brain, deterioration of health,
short of sleep, peace and courage, headstrong, imprudent,
quarrelsome and selfish.

Impact on Commodities: Machinery, wheat, gold,
copper, massor and mustard.

General: Life science, money matters, violence. all
undesirable traits, fireplaces and t~ol house.

Significations of Taurus:

Impart on Native: Disease of face, throat, and ears,

Андрей
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piles, fistula, angina, gangrine, rheumatism, disease 0

neck, tonsils, thyroid glands, & vocal cord, brair
disorder, sore throat, glandular swel1ing, mumps

, goitre, polypus, apoplexy, heart trouble and bladdei
trouble.

Impact on Commodities: Cotton, jute, textiles, rice,
wheat, sugar, moveable items, shoes, leather, pocket books
and travelling bags.

i1 General: Share market, money matters, finance, bank-
ing, religious rites, mutual sympathy & affection, energy,
reserve force, stability, suffocation and com fields.

Significations of Gemini:

Impact on Native: Disease of shoulders, neck, nerv
ous disorder, T.S., astharna, bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumo
nia, misries, lack of concentration, accidents and short jour
ney.

Impact on Commodites : Cotton, gwar, ghee, bajra,
paper.

General: Railways, publications, agriculture, educa
tion, keen mentality, building, hills and mountains, com
munications, news, information, rumors, newspapers,
magazines, neighbour, relatives, short journeys, lecturing,
debating, teaching, advertising, reporting, story writing,
printing and education. \

Significations of Cancers

Impact on Native: Dropsy, cancer, catarrh, digestive
ailments, cough, breasts, chest & stomach troubles, dropsy
and cold.

Impact on Commodities: Silver, tea, coconut, water,
milk, oils and white things.

General: Landed property, shipping, ports, mother,
virgin, lakes, rivers, springs, homes, stalls, public houses,
laundries, kitchens, water tanks and financial pro
hlems.

Андрей
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Significations of Leo:

Impact on Native: Heart trouble, spinal marrow, nerve,
fever, sunstroke, reputation, palpitation of heart, spinal
meningitis, locomotor and inflarnation,

Impact on Commodities: Gold, rice, gram" gur, leather,
watches, round things, wedding ring, golden & bright
stones or flowers and gold coins".

General: Government stock, trade, fire, sports, games,
speculation, explosives, factories, corruption, high hills, for
ests, deserts, castles, forts, royal palaces, social club houses,
children's playgrounds, gambling clubs, dance halls, ball
rooms amusement houses and gold mines.

Significations of Virgo:

Impact on Native: Coldness, worms, dysentery, diar
rhoea, cholera, constipation, nervous system, sickness, men
tal deterioration, business & domestic worries.

Impact on Commodities: Gwar, matar, yellow
mustard, wheat, moong, rice, grains, food stuff and food
cereals.

I
General: Industry, business, bank, stock exchanges,

employees, servants, p.ibllc health, general condition of
working class, municipal services, army, navy, labour de
partment, horticulture, agriculture, medical herbs, relief
societies, wheat fields, garden and restaurants.

i

Significations of Libra:

- Impact on Native: Loss of strength & Vitality,kidney,
ovaries, weak lower back with pain, impartial and cheer
ful

Impact on Commodities: Cotton, silk, arhar, rice,
wheat, jewels, fancy goods, novelties, perfumes, apparel,
furniture, scales and weight.

General: Justice, business, trade, trade centres, courts,
roads, wood forests, tops of mountamshunting ground,
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golf links, top of buildings, state houses, lofts, roof gardens,
guest chambers, wardrobes and jewel cases.

Significations of Scorpio:

Impact of Native: Fistula, rupture, gravel, stone, blad
der, kidney, prostate gland, groins, rectom, colon, energetic,
fearless, professional success for surgeons, chemists, detec
tives and researchers.

Impact on Commodities: Chemicals, gur, sugar,
leather, wool, betel leaves, oil seeds and oils.

General: Destruction, losses, obstruction, pride, war,
conflicts, attack by enemy, oppression by strong enemies,
reprod uctive & destructive process, procreation, gardens,
sluggish streams, ponds, slaughter houses, meat market,
operation room, sinks, junk houses, chemical labora
tories.

Significations of Sagittarius:

Impact on Native: Rheumatism, gout, dislocation,
blood disorder, wounds, lung disease, groins, hips, thighs,
hip joint, feverish ailments, nerve disturbances, generous,
prophetic, logical, rash and changeable.

Impact on Commodities: Salt, potato, tunnaric, clothes
and arms.

General: Animals, shares, sea traffic, foreign bonds,
insurance, defence, defeat, enemy, speculation, hills and
race horses.

Significations of Capricorn:

Impact on Native: Skin disease, eczema, falls, dislo
cation, hysteria, cold, rheumatism, kneejoints disease de
pression, ambitious and gloomy.

Impact on Commodities: Gold, copper, coal, lead, zinc,
tin, sugar cane, oil seeds, leather, cement, lime, and rock
salt.

General: Mill shares, industry, agriculture, building
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industry, business, labour problems, revolution, jails,vaults,
& dock.

Significations ofAquarius:

Impact on Native: Heart trouble, broken & swollen
ankles, anaemia, nervous disease, blood poisoning, fever,
heart weakness & cramps.

Impact on Commodities: Electric items, sea food, ar
tificial silk, coal, oil, iron, jewels and oilseeds.

General: Shares of companies, scientist, bridges, rail
ways, automobiles, wagons, buses, airplanes, airports,
electric motors, telegraph offices,broadcastingstations, elec
tric power houses & batteries.

Significations of Pisces:

Impact on Native: Dumbness, stammering, eczema,
urine disease, stomach trouble, phelgam, deformities of feet
& toes, gout, dropsy, lung trouble, contagious disease.

Impact on Commodities: Fishes, breweries, perfum
ery, diamond, pearls, medicines, fishing boats. .

General: Oceans, fishing places, fish ponds, lakes, oil
fields, oil tanks, submarines and deep sea divers.,
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10' 40" 30" 20" 10"

IS' 60" 45" 30" 15"

20' 80" 60" 40" 20"

30' 120" 90" 60" 30"

40' 160" 120" 80" 40"

50' 200" 150" 100" 50"

60' 240" 180" 120" 60"

P.5. Treat 60" =1'
60' =1°

Examples: Sun's Longitude 4"-100-10'
Sun in own sign gets 20 points + 40'+40"

Numerical
strength

60

60

Strength of Rising or Combust Planets:

Rising planets (UDAy)

Sun: Always uday

Moon: Always uday (from 2nd
of bright half to Pumima). It
reduces proportionaly when it
is in dark half. (Krishan Paksha),
Example:
Moon is in 7th Lunar tithi of
bright half. Numerical strength
will be: 60+14 x 7 =30

Rahu & Ketu: Never rising 00

Other planets: When they
are released from combustion I
& enter their own sign 60

Other planets: When combust, 00

Combustion of planets: Their numerical strength is
always nil. However they are combust in the following cir
cumstances:
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Moon within 12° of Sun

Mars within 1;'0 of Sun

Mercury within 13° of Sun

Jupiter within 11° of Sun

Venus within ~ofSun

Saturn within 15° of Sun

Rahu within 15° 6f Sun

Ketu within 15° of Sun

Strength of Retrograde planets:

In Sarvato Bhadra Chakra, a retrograde planet is as
signed speical significance because of its special Vedha
power & numerical strength. Details of retrograde planets
are given in relevant chapter. Here the strength of such a
planet is explained to determine its overall impact on hu
man beings:

Calculate the total number of days when a
planet is Retrograde e.g.: 120 days for Jupiter (A).

Calculate the total number of days from the date of
Start of Retrograde motion to the day ofevent e.g. Say
100 days (B).

Find out the midpoint of total days at (A) 60 (0 :
120+2=60 (C).

Find out the difference of total days (A) & total days
upto event (B) =120-100=20 (D)

Presume total numerical strength =60 (E)
60 (E) 20 (D)

Rule for determining the strength =- x
6O(C) 1

. Actual numerical strength =20

Strenth of Exalted planets:

In Sarvato Bhadra Chakra, an exalted planet is as-
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Rule2

Rule 1:

signed special benefic powers & malefic powers. Th~ deta~ls

of determining the exaltation of a planet are gIven In
relevant Chapter. Here only the formula to determine the
numerical strength is given. OUf sages have suggested
different methods to determine the strength. Some of them
are recorded below:

Longitude of the planet =9/29'-'/36'

Longitude of its debilitation =6/100/00'

Difference =3/1g>/36'

Divide by 3 = {3/19'-'/36'}+3

= 36°/32'

Longitude of the planet =9/2'1"/36'

Longitude of its debilitation = 6/100/00'

Difference =3/1g>/36'

Multipy by 7& divide by 6

[3/190/36']x7+6

= 1270 -521

Strength ofplanet in Navamsa Sign:,

As already explained when the Zodical circle
(Bhavchakra)is divided into 108equal vargas of3°-20'each,
dividing each sign into nine equal parts, it indicates each
Navarnsa of 3°-20' each. Each Navarnsa covers only one
pada of 3°-20'of a sign covering nine Navamsas. The pada
of a Star indicates the correct position of the planet in the
circle & Navarnsa.

Maximum longitude .of a Navamsa is 200 kalas
(minutes). The following is an abstract table indicat
ing the numerical strength of a planet in Navamsa
chart:
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Longitude in a Stars Own Friends Neutral Enemy
pada in kala (Minutes) Sign Sign Sign Sign

100' 60' 45' 30' 15'

90' S!' 40'-30" 27' 13'-30"

80' 48' 36'-00" 24' 12'-00"

70' 42' 31'-30" 21' 10'-30"

60' 36' 27'-00" 18' 9'-00"

50' 30' 22'-30" 15' 7'-30"

40' I 24' 18'-00" 12' 6'-00"I

30' 18' 13'-30" 9' 4'-30"
,:

20' ! 12' 9'-00" 6' 3'-00"

10' 6' 4'-30" 3' 1'-30"

l' i 0'-36" 0'-27" 0'-18" 0'-9"

Ps. If the longitude of a Planet is more than 100' then reduce the
longitude from 200' and see the numerical strength as above.



Chapter 8

General Strength of Planets
(Shadbala)

Sthana bala :

Exalted 100%

Mool Trikona 80%

Own 70%

Atimitra 60%

Mitra 50%

Navarnsa-own 70%

Navamsa exalted 80%

Digbala:

Jupiter & Mercury Ist house
,

= 100%

Sun & Mars 10th house = 100%

Saturn 7th house = 100%

Venus & Moon 4th house • 100%

Chesta bala:

Sun & Moon in 10, 11, 1, 2, 3 Sign

Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus
&. Saturn - when retrograde or
when conjunct with Moon

.. 100%

= 100%

Андрей
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Naisargikbala (Natural Strength): I

Sun 7/7" 100%

Moon 6/7 600/700%

Venus 5/7 500/700 %,-
Jupiter 4/7 400/700%

Mercury 3/7 300/700%

Mars 2/7 200/700%

Saturn 1/7 100/700%

Kalbala- Temporal Strength:

Moon, Mars, Saturn -In night 100%

Sun, Jup,Ven -In day 100%

Mercury -Always 100%

Mars, Sat, Sun, Mer In dark half 100%
(Malefic)

JuP, Ven, Moon, Mer
(Benefic)

Mercury

Sun

Sat

Moon

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Planets in their Weekday!::

- Day of birth

- Planets in their hora

In bright half 100%

Sunrise 100%

Noon 100%

Evening 100%

1st part of night 100%

2nd part of night 100%

Last part of night 100%

In all parts 100%

100%

100%



Chapter 9

Vedha Aspect of Planets
Methodology:

I

After understanding nature & characteristics of plan
ets, the next stage is to determine their Vedha aspect on the
five important components of the individuals. These are as
under:

Star (Nakshatra) at birth occupied: by Moon

Sign (Rasi) at birth occupied by Moon
Lunar Tithi at birth & birthday

Consonant-First word of the native's name

Vowel-Swara of the native's name

All these can be determined from the birth Chart. In
case the birth chart is not available, decide on the basis of
most popular latest name of the individual. The descrip
tion & details of these components are given in chapter 3.
Now follow the procedure as under:

PROCEDURE:

Placeall the 9 transiting planets in their respective pada
of a Star & Sign according to their longitude during
transit.

Examine their aspect on the five components, which
must get Vedha aspect, before their results can be de
termined.

These 9 planets have three types of Vedha aspect as
under: .
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Sun, Moon, Rahu & Ketu can aspect all the 3 direc
tions. Retrograde planet can aspect only on the right
direction. Fast planet can aspect only on the left direc
tion. Planet with normal speed can aspect in front di-

.. rection only.

Front Vedha of a planet can only cause Vedha of Star
& pada in opposite direction.

Right side Vedha aspect by a Retrograde planet can
cause Vedha of all the five components.

Left side Vedha will also cause Vedha of all the five
components.

Mars, Mer, JuP' Yen, Saturn, have Vedha aspect in one
direction only depending on their speed.

As regards front Vedha by a planet some Sages sug
gested that this Vedha should also cover the other 4
components.

Right & Left Vedha aspect is always angular at 45°
and causes Vedha of all the components occupying
vargas in that direction.

Special Vedha Aspect:

Planet in 4th pada of Bharni, causes Vedha of 1st (First)
pada of Krittika and A vowel (by left aspect).

Planet in 4th pada of Aslesha causes Vedha oflst pada
of Magha and'AA' vowel by left aspect.

Planet in 4th pada of Vishaka causes Vedha of 1st pada
of Anuradha & 'E' vowel (by left aspect).

Planet in 4th pada of Sravan causes Vedha of
1st pada of Dhanistha & 'EE' vowel (by left

aspect).

Planet afflicting Arda Star, the Ku, Gha, Na, Chha con
sonants are also afflicted.

Planet afflicting Hasta Star, the Pu, Sha, Na, Tha, con
sonants are also afflicted.
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Planet afflicting Purvashada Star, the Bu. Dha, Pha &
Da consonants are also afflicted.

Planet afflicting Uttra Bhadrapada Star, the Du.Tha,
[ha, Na consonants are also afflicted.

These consonants are not provided in SSc. Hence their
Vedha may be examined in this way. These (Words)
consonants belong to different pada of Stars.

Similarly Planets occupying 4th Pada of Bharni, Aslesa,
Visakha & Sravan cause Vedha of 5,10,15,30 Lunar
Tithies & Saturday which is not possible in normal
course.

Malefic Planets: Sun, Saturn, Mars, Rahu & Ketu,
will cause malefic Vedha aspect only, although they
may be in their own Signs or even exaltation Signs.

. they are 100% malefic.

Benefic Planets: Moon, Mercury, Jupiter & Venus
cause benefic Vedha aspect only. They are 100% ben
efic.

Moon is benefic when it is waxing.

Mercury is benefic when it is alone, specially without
any malefic planet.

Vedha aspect of a planet is of 2 types. Macro-when a
planet aspect a particular sign. Micro - when a planet
aspect a particular pada of a Star. This type of Vedha
is 100%effective.

Star to Star Vedha is less effective than pada Vedha
aspect.

Vedha by 2/3 planets in the same pada, the impact of
victorious planet will prevail. Mars, Mer, JuP, Yen &
Sat have only one aspect at a time depending on their
speed.

Malefic planet if Retrograde becomes highly malefic
200%.
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Benefic planet iJ Retrograde becomes highly benefic
200%.

Malefic planet when it leaves the Vedha Star & shift
to another Star, it cannot give malefic results.

Vedha of a Lunj:lrTithi in Bright half (Shukla Paksha)
is 100% , whereas Vedha in Dark half is only 50%.

Each Tithi has its own consonant. So when Tithi has
Vedha aspect, the consonant is also having Vedha au
tomatically. Similarly sign of Tithi is also having Vedha.

When a planet is causing Vedha of a particular sign,
it's vowel consonant & Tithis are also having Vedha
automatically.

Retrograde planet on first pada of Krittika, 4th pada
of Magha, 1st pada of Anurada, 1st pada of Dhanistha
causes Vedha of 4 Vowels-A, AA, E & EE, & Lunar
tithies-S, 10,15,30 & Saturday.

Grading of Vedha aspect:

Grading of Vedha aspect on 5 Components: (panchakas).

Vedha aspect on Components

By Benefic Planets By Malefic Planets

- 1 2 3 4 5 2. 1 3 4 5

Aspect
Full 1 2 3 4 5 0.48 1.36 2.24 3.12 4.0

3/4 0.45 1.30 2.15 3.0 3.45 0.36 1.12 1.48 2.24 3.0

2/4 0.30 1.0 1.30 2.0 2.30 0.24 0.48 1.12 1.36 2.0

1/2 0.15 0.30 0.45 1.0 1.15 0.12 0.24 0.36 0.48 1.

In the above chart each benefic planet has 5 Vedha
points.

Each malefic planet has 4 Vedha points.

To determine the benefic or malefic influence, take the
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difference of both the benefic group of planets & ma
lefic group of planets. The total difference will indi
cate the actual impact of Vedha.

Navamsa Vedha:

Every Star has 4 padas. So all the 28 Stars including
Abhijeet, have 112 Navamsas in SBC. The Planets
cause Vedha of these Navamsa, by their opposite
(Front) direction ego a planet in 1st pada of Krittika
will cause Vedha of 4th pada of Sravan, including
pada's Vowels & Consonants & Star. This is known
as Navamsa Vedha. It gives strong results when the
Navama sign has also Vedha aspect.

Special Vedha aspect of Sun

In SBC,Sun has been assigned special powers to cause
directional Vedha in addition to Vedha of five components.
It means, when Sun occupies a direction, East, West, North
or South, the whole direction is afflicted for three months,
from the date of entrv in that direction till it leaves the last
sign. In this way all' the 12 Signs of the 4 directions are
affIicited. This type of Vedha is to be calculated from Krittika
Star in the East. If you examine the SBC chart, you will
find Vedha details as under when Sun occupies any Star or
Sign in that direction:

East direction:

Vedha of Stars from Krittika to Aslesha.

Vedha of Signs from 4th pada of Aries to Cancer.

Vedha ofVowels-A,OO,O,LRI.

Vedha of Consonants, assigned to each pada of a Star.

Vedha of Tithi.

South direction:

Vedha of Stars from 1st pada of Magha to 4th pada of
Visakha.
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Vedha of Sign from Leo to Libra.

Vedha ofVowels-AA,OO,OU,LREE.

Vedha of Consonants assigned to each pada of ~ Star.
,1W,¥1);\I~

Vedha of Tithi.

West direction

Vedha of Stars from 1st pada of Anuradha to 4th pada
ofSravan.

Vedha of Signs from Scorpio to Capricorn.

Vedha of Vowels-E,RE,AE,AM..

Vedha of Consonants assigned to-each pada of Star.

Vedha of Tithi.

North direction:

Vedha of Stars from ls~ pada of Dharusthato ath pada..
of Bharani.

Vedha of Signs from Capricorn to Aries.

Vedha ofVowels-EE,REE,AEI,AHA.

Vedha of Consonants assigned to each pada of a Star.

Vedha of Tithi.

Similarly when Sun occupies a particular Star, three
Stars before & after are afflicted by Sun incl uding the
Star occupied by it.

Similarly when a malefic planet afflicts any pada
of a Star (by conjunction or aspect) the Consonants,
Vowel, are also afflicted. This causes danger to life
& position specially when all 5 Components are af
flicted.

Similarly when one of the following Vowel is
having Vedha, it's counterpart is also having
Vedha:
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"Vowelshaving Vedha

A

E
U (small)

RE

AE

a

Vowel having
automatic Vedha

AA

EE
00 (big)

REE
AEI

au
FRONT VEDIIA

As already indicated some Sages have recommen
ded' front Vedha of Star only. But some eminent Sages
have suggested front Vedha of all five components
(Panchakas). I suggest front Vedha of all the five
componants should be considered but it's benefic impact
is only 50%

SPECIAL NOTE ON VEDHA

Vedha means a special relationship between the
planet in motion & other celestial bodies, which are fixed
in the SBe of the native. Aspects by planets play impor
tant role in influencing human life, nations, commerce,
trade, industries, agricultural products, market fluctua
tions. The benefic or malefic impact depends on strength
of the planet, it's benefic or malefic nature, it's motion
(speed), its conjunction with other planets-when 2 plan
ets occupying same longitude in a Star or its pada, or
aspect by 2 planets occupying 2 different Signs but
occupying same degree in their Signs or opposition aspect
by 2 planets opposite each other at a distance of 1800 eg
Sun 10° in Aries and Saturn 10° in Libra. This aspect is
most dangerous.

•
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Moon

Rahu
and
Ketu

Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn

Vedha by Benefic Planets in Lucky years: According to
Astrology 9th house Lord &its occupants are lucky plan
ets.

9thhouse sign Lord years Lucky Business

Aries/Scorpiio Mars 28 Iron, wool, clothes
Taurus/Libra Venus 25 Sugar.cotton, clothes
Gemini/Virgo Mercury 32 Grains, Jute.
Cancer Moon 24 Silver
Leo Sun 22 Gold
Sagit/Pisces Jupiter 16 Ghee, oil Yellow items.
Capricorn/Aqua Saturn 36 Oil, silk, shares
Rahu in 9th house - 42 Animals
Ketu in 9th house - 42 Animals, blanket. wool-

black
Uranus in 9th Ill1llSt' - ~h Factories, machines
Neptune in 9th house - 24 Electrical goods
Pluto in 9th house - H Medicines, mines

Nonnal Vedha aspect of Planets:

Sun It has uniform speed. So it has Vedha power
of aspecting all the directions-« Right, left &
front.

as above

These two planets have uniform speed
being retrograde through out the year
Hence these two planets also have Vedha
power of aspecting all three directions
Right, left & front.

All these planets have no uniform speed. So
they will have the Vedha power as under:
When Retrograde in Transit : Right direc
tion. When in high speed in Transit: Left
direction When in normal speed in Thmsit :
Frontdire:tion

I may indicate here that there is some minor differ
ence in Vedha & aspect. Aspect is usually applied in As
trology Where as Vedha or Vedha aspect is applied in
S.B.C.

Note: See Chapter 18 for Sarvato Bhadra Chakra.



Chart of Vedha Aspect : ~

Vedha Aspect of Planets on

S. Planet Front Right Left Left Right Tithi Vowels and
No. on Star Vedhaof Vedhaof ·Yedhaof Vedhaof Vedhaof Vedha Consonent

Star Star Star Sign Sign Vedha

1. Asvini P.Phalguni Jyestha Rohini Pisces/Sagitt, Cha, Aha, Ya, 00

2. Bharani Magha Anuradha Krittika Aries, 4.9.11 La,Na ~
Scorpio 3.8.13 ~

3. Krittika Sravana Bharani Visakha Taurus 1.6.11. A,Tha. iLibra 2.7.12

4. Rohini Abhijit Asvini Svati Gemini Va, Ra,00, Ou ~

Virgu ""§"
5. Mrga U.Shada Revati -- Ch;~rc..'-· -Cancer, A, La, Ka, Pa 1}

Leo

6. Arda P.Shada U. Bhadra-
,

Hasta Va, Cha, Ha, Lree, Ta, Lri

pada

7.Punarvasu Mula P.Bhadra U.Phalguni Aries, Ka, Dha, Da, Ma
Taurus

8.Pusya Jyestha Satabhisaj P.Phalguni Gemini Ha, Sa, 00', 0'
Pisces

PISCeS Cont.



Vedha Aspect of Planets on

S. Planet on Front Right Left Left Right Tithi Vowels and
No. Star Vedhaof Vedhaof Vedha of Vedhaof Vedhaof Vedha Consonent

Star Star Star Sign Sign Vedha

Y. Aslesha Anuradha Dharustha Magha Cancer, 1.6.11 Da,Ga
Aquarius 4.9.14

lll. Magha Bharani Aslesha Sravan Leo 2.7.12 Ma, Kha ~v'Capricorn 3.8.13 ."" 's
11. P. Phalguni AsYini Pusya Abhijit Virgo, Ta, Am, [a, 00 :::t

fASagittarius
~

12. U. Phalguni Revati Punarvasu U.Shada Libra, Ma, Da, Pa, Bha v
Scorpio

$:l

~
13. Hasta U. Bhadra Arda P.Shada Ta, Ha, Ra, Ae, Ya, Lree $:l...

c
14. Chitra P.Bhadra Mrga Mula Cancer, Pa, Ka, Tha, Na. 1:1

;::s
Leo ~

~

15. Svati Satabhisaj Rohini Jyestha Virgo, Ra, Re, Ou, Va
...
~

Gemini c
.'1/ £16. Visakha Dhanistha Krittika Anuradha Libra, 1.6.11 Tha, A. ~

Taurus 2.7.12 ¥IF I:

17. Anuradha Aslesha Visakha Bharani Aries, 3.8.13 Na,La,
Scorpio 4.9.14

18. Jyestha Pusya Svati Asvini Sagit- Re, Ya, Aha, Cha,
Pisces

19. Mula Punarvasu Chitra Revah Capricon Na, Tha, Dha, Bha
Aquarius

(.

Cont (P2)
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Vedha by 2/3 Malefic planets:

of Star

of Sign

of Tithi

of Consonants

Confusion.

Obstruction.

Fear, danger.

Financial loss.

of Vowel (swar) lllness.

Vedha by 1-5 Malefic planets:

Affliction by 1 planet Confusion & war.

do 2 do Loss of relative and
danger.

do 3 do Troubles & loss.

do 4 do Troubles & defeat
Sickness or Death.

do 5 do Death.

In addition, the Vedha results of each planet will be as
under:

Vedha by Sun : Tension, dispute with government,
fever, foreign travel, loss, sufferings, op
position by wife & son, stomach trouble,
fear & obstructions.

Vedha by Mars: Financial loss, confusion, death in fam
ily~ loss of property, obstructions, sick
ness of wife & son, foreign travel, bleed
ing,& fear.

Vehda by Saturn: Sickness, danger, loss of relatives, for
eign travel, imprisonment, loss of posi
tion,serious disease, death, fruitless travel;
& obstructions.

Vedha by Rahu: Obstructions, heart trouble, giddiness,
danger, romance with a widow.



Vedha by 2 Malefic Planets
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Vedha by Ketu : Loss of wife, danger from government,
defeat in objectives and pain in body.

Note: Ifbirth Star is havingJupiter's Vedha, no
harm is possible even if2/3 malefic plan
ets have Vedha of five components. It
ensures all types of protection.

Vedha of a Star is of three types as under:

A malefic Planet has just vacated a Star: Malefic event
just occurred.

A malefic planet has just occupied a Star: Malefic event
is taking place.

A malefic Planet will soon occupy a star: Malefic event
will occur soon.

Avoid such a day for all important activities.

If a benefic planet has vacated a Star or has occupied
a Star or will OLC'UPY a Star, benefic results are bound
to occur.

If Moon has left a Star, that Star is not malefic for any
auspicious work.

Vedha by Mercury: Improvement in intelligency.

Vedha by Venus : Romance.

Vedha by Starun, Mars, Rahu or Ketu of birth Star &
birth sign may cause death.

Vedha of Birth Sign by Malefic Planets:

Vedha byl (one)MaleficPlanet: Fear from relatives,
illness; failures, worries,
confusion, set backs, dis
appointments, loss and
death of relatives.

Danger, death of rela
tives, fear and tension.
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Vedha by 2 Malefic Planets

Vedha by 3 Malefic Planets

Loss of relatives, fear &
financial loss.

Loss of wife & financial
loss.

Vedha by 3 Malefic Planets

Vedha by 4 Malefic Planets Troubles & illness.

Vedha by 5 Malefic Planets Death.

Vedha of Birth Vowel by Malefic Planets:

Vedha by 1 Malefic Planet Deterioration of health,
serious sickness, loss of
gold, dispute with
relatives, loss, danger of
death, failures, theft.

Vedha by 2 Malefic Planets Loss of relatives and
fear.

Loss of wife, loss and
defeat.

. Vedha by 4 Malefic Planets Troubles and illness.

Vedhaby 5 Malefic Planets Death.

Vedha of all the 5 components by one or more Malefic
Planets may cause death.

Vedha of all.5 Components from 2 sides by 2 Malefic
Planets may cause death.

Vedha by Malefic retrograde planets give most rna
. lefic results.

Vedha by Sun, Mars, Sat, Rahu or Ketu give Malefic
results, tension, trouble from king, fever, loss, travel
ling, Sickness, obstructions and setbacks.

Vedha of Birth Star by Benefic Planets:

Vedha by 1 Benefic Planet Good Luck, health and
success.
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Vedha by 2 BeneficPlanets

Vedha by 3 BeneficPlanets

Vedha by 4 BeneficPlanets

Financiat gain, no fear
and good luck.

Success & victory, good
luck and gain.

Wealth, gain and
success.

Vedha by 3 BeneficPlanets

Vedha by 4 BeneficPlanets

Vedha of Birth Sign by Benefic Planets:

Vedha by 1 BeneficPlanet Happiness, good luck,
victory and happy events.

Vedha by 2 BeneficPlanets Good Luck and all round
success.

Financial gain, success &
victory

Success, wealth &
health.

Vedha of Birth Lunar Tithi by Benefic Planets:

Vedha by 1 BeneficPlanet Financial gain.

Vedha by 2 BeneficPlanets Good luck

Vedha by 3 BeneficPlanets Financial gain.

Vedha by 4 BeneficPlanets Success & wealth.

Vedha of Birth Consonant by Benefic Planets:

Vedha by 1 BeneficPlanet Happiness and success

Vedha by 2 BeneficPlanets Good Luck.

Vedha by 3 BeneficPlanets Financial gain .

.Vedha by 4 BeneficPlanets Success & wealth.

Vedha of Birth Vowel by Benefic Planets: .

Vedha byl BeneficPlanet Good luck, health and
success.

Vedha by 2 BeneficPlanets Good luck



I

Financial gain.

Success & wealth.
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Vedha by 3 Benefic Planets

Vedha by4 Benefic Planets

Notes:

Vedha of ail five constituents (Panchakas) by two or
more benefic planets from two directions indicates fi
nancial gain, all round success, and prosperity.

Vedha by a benefic planet along with a malefic planet
in the same pada of a Star indicates malefic results.

Vedha by Moon (waxing), Mer (benefic),Jup & Venus
in general indicates financial gain, victory, happiness
& wealth.

Vedha by benefic retrograde planet indicates most ben
efic results.

Vedha by Mercury of Birth Star etc ensures happiness.

Vedha by Moon of Birth Star indicates happiness &
wealth.

Vedha by Venus of Birth Star indicates great achieve
ments & ministership.

When a malefic planet, after Vedha of a Star, leaves
the Star & shift to another Star, the Vedha is over & it
gives benefic results after removing its malefic impact.

Vedha by Moon gives mixed resultsdepending on its
benefic or malefic nature at the time of Vedha.

Vedha by Venus indicates happy romance, marriage,
favour from govt., all type of happiness & favours.

Vedha by Mercury indicates intelligency, happiness,
favour from govt., marriage, business, release from Jail,
recovery from illness, gain and reputation.

Vedha by Jupiter indicates success in all efforts, finan
cial gain, favour from govt., ministership and good
health.
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Vedha of Birth Star and other Sensitive Stars from Moon:

When ever two or more malefic planets cause Vedha
of birth Star and other sensitive Stars, the resul ts will be as
under:

Results:

Death & loss of wealth

Separation, travel and dispute.

Separation & foreign travel.

Dispute & sudden death.

Sudden set backs & death.

Loss & sudden death.

Sensitve Stars:

1st Star -janrna Star

10th Star-Karm Star

19th Star - Adham Star

23th Star-Vinash Star

18th Star-Sarnudayik

16th Star-Sanghatik

25th Star-jati

26th Star-Desh, Rajya

27th Star-Abhishek

Destruction of family.

Defeat by enemy.

Defeat, destruction of Capital,
imprisonment of head of state.

Special notes on Vcdha of Birth Star causing death:

Vedha of Birth star indicates death of individual na
tive. The death may even take peace within a month by
weapon, poison, or murder by any instrument. This is pos
sible under the following circumstances:

Birth Star & its pada is conjuncted by two malefic
strong planets.

Birth Star & its pada is having Vedha by two malefic
planets from two different djrecttorts.

Birth Star is conjuncting with a strong malefic planet
and other malefic planet is causing Vedha of Birth Star.

Birth Star and Latta Star are synchronising. Details
about Latta Stars are given in appropriate chapter.

Birth Star and a Upgraph are synchronising.
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Birth Star is related (aspect!conjunction) to strong ma
lefic planets in Birth chart. This is in addition to Vedha
inSBC.

The 10th St.ir, known .IS Karrn Star, from Birth Star, is
having similar combinations as above, the native will
have danger from snakes, animals, water, fall or acci
dent. The death may take place with in 73 days.

The 16th Star, known as Sanghatik Star, from Birth
Star, is having similar combinations as above, the na
tive may die with in 95 days in his own house.

If Mars is on 23rd Star & Sun & Moon on 25th Star,
death is possible within a yed!" due to sickness.

If Mars is on 25th Star & Sun & Moon on Birth Star
than death is possible with in 6 months.

If Saturn is on Birth Star, and Mars & Moon on 10th
Star than death within 3 months is possible due to
suicide or murder.

If Saturn occupies 10th Star & Mars & Moon
occupy 16th Star than death with in a year is possible
due to fire.

If Saturn occupies 16th Star & Mars & Moon
occupy Birth Star than death is possible within 4 days

. or 4 months. '

If. Saturn occupies Birth Star & Mars & Moon
occupy 23rd Star, death is possible with in 8 months

. due to woman.

If Saturn occupies 23rd Star & Mars & Moon
occupy 25th Star, than death is possible within 8
months due to hunger.

If Saturn occupies 25th Star & Mars & Moon occupy
Birth Star, than death is possible within 6 months due
to sickness.

If Birth Star & ~ther Stars have benefic Vedha or
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conjunction than benefic results are bound to hap
pen.

If these 9 Stars are having malefic Vedha, malefic re
sults are bound to happen, so avoid all auspicious ac..
tivities.

If18th Star from Birth Star has similar five combina
tions, the native may die within 4 months by weapon,
imprisorunent or poison.

If 23rd Star from Birth Star has similar five combina
tions the native may die within five days due to injury,
sickness or hunger.

If the 25th Star from Birth Star has similar five combi
nations the native may die within 4 months due to
sickness.

If Sun is on Birth Star & Mars & Moon on 10th Star
death with in 12days is possible due to imprisorunent
by enemy.

i
If Sun is on 10th Star & Mars & Moon on 16th Star,
death within a month is possible.

IfSun is on 16th Star, and Mars & Moon on Birth Star
death in 3 months due to sickness is possible.

- IfSun is on Birth Star and Mars & Moon on 23rd Star,
death due to blood disease or Anus disease is possible.

If Sun is on 23rd Star & Mars & Moon are on 25th
Star, death in 6 months is possible.

- If Sun is on 25th Star & Mars &: Moon are on Birth
Star, death in 3 months is possible.

If Mars is on Birth Star & Sun & Moon on 10th Star,
death in 4 days or 4 months due to water is possible.

If Mars is on 10th Star & Sun & Moon on 16th Star,
death in 4 months due to wild animal is possible.

If Mars is on 16th Star & Sun & Moon on Birth Star,
death is possible any time due to sickness.
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If Mars is on Birth Star and Sun & Mars on 23rd Star
death is possible due to stomach disease.

Some special Vedha aspects by Planets:

Jupiter + Malefic planet: Al1 types of malefic
results, death, sickness, trouble from king, loss
of job, disappointments, defamation, setbacks,
unhappy events, foreign travel, sickness of wife
& son, imprisonment, loss of reputation and failures.

Venus + Malefic Planet: Loss, trouble due to woman
arid all round disappointments.

Moon + Malefic Planet: Headache, fever, blood dis
ease, pretbadha and severe disease.

Mercury + Malefic Planet: All types of malefic results.

Vedha by Malefic PlanetfPlanets on Birth Star:

Star since vacated: Death or death like position, fail
ures already occurred and sufferings.

Star since occupied: Failures in efforts taking place &
will fall sick soon.

Star will be occupied soon: Failures will occur in fu
ture. If simultenously Benefic conjunction or aspect
exists, this ensures recovery & mild sickness effects.

Special Vedha aspect results :

Malefic aspect l-y Sun, Mars, Sat, Rahu =Death &
obstructions.

Beneficaspect by Moon, Mer, JuP & Ven = Gain, hap
piness and success.

BeneficPlanet if retrograde =Most Benefic results.

Malefic Planet if in ordinary speed =Malefic results.

BeneficPlanet if in fast speed =Benefic results.

Benefic Planet in normal speed =50% benefic results.
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BeneficPlanet ifcombust =No results.
,

Malefic Planet if retrograde =Most malefic.

Malefic Planet if fast speed =50% malefic.

.Malefic Planet ifcombust =No results.

P.5.: In addition, confirm the malefic impact from impact
of Upgrahas & also Latta doshaexplained in subse
quent paragraphs.

Additional Vedha aspect by Planets:

Each Planet aspects the following Stars from its own
Star position-Star occupied by planet:

Planet Aspect Aspect in Shukla Aspect inKdshna
on Stars Paksha Paksha

during day It during night &t
forenoon afternoon

Sun 15,5 Behind Front

Moon 15 Front Behind

Mars 15,7,8, 10 Behind Front

Mer 15,9,12 Front Behind

JuP 15, 10, 19 Front Behind

Yen 15,9,12 Front Behind

Sat 15,3,5,19 Behind Front

Rahu 15.9 Behind Front

The above aspect is counted from the Star occupied
by these Planets. In addition see chapter five. .'

Vedha results:

Vedha aspect of:

Sun Defeat in war, fear & obstructions.

Moon
(waning)

Financial loss, fear & obstruction



= Death & malefic.

- Death & difficul
ties.
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Mars Defeat, fear, obstructions & hard labour.

Mer Financial gain, profits & improved relations.

JuP All types of gains, religious work.

Yen Victory in war, financial gains &cordial-re-
lations.

Sat . . Defeat or death & obstructions.

Rahu Obstruction.

Vedha aspect by Sun & Moon

Vedha aspectby Sun & Mars

Vedha aspect by Sun & Mer

Vedha aspect by Sun &JuP

Vedha aspect by Sun & Venus

Vedha aspect by Sun & Saturn

Vedha aspect by Moon & Mars

Vedha aspect by Moon & Mer

Vedhaaspect by Moon &]up

Vedha aspect by Moon & Ven

Vedha aspect by Moon & Sat

Vedha aspect by Mars & Mer

Vedha aspect by Mars &]up

Vedha aspect by Mars & Yen

Vedha aspect by Mars &Sat

= Defeat, loss and ob
structions.

= Victory, happiness
and gains.

= Death & troubles.

= Death & troubles.

= Death.

= Minorgain

= Victory, success &
gain.

= Victory &gain.

= Death & loss.

= Gain &obstruc
tions.

= Defeat.

= Success.

= Death & obstruc
tions.
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Vedha aspect by Mer & JuP = Gain.

Vedha aspect by Mer & Yen = Victory & gain.

Vedha aspect by Mer & Sat = Death, defeat and
obstructions.

Vedha aspect by JuP & Yen = Gain & fame.

Vedha aspect by JuP & Sat = Defeat & obstruc-
tions.

Vedha aspect by Yen & Sat = Death, unhappy
events & fear.

Vedha aspect by Moon, Mer, JuP = Success and gain.
and Venus.

Vedha aspect by Sun, Mars, = Most malefic.
Saturn, Rahu & Ketu

Additional notes:

Sun is Atma & is supposed to give benefic results.

How Sun will give benefic results, examine birth Star
& Nadi.

Longitude of Sun & Moon is most important and ben
efic results are assured when benefic planets transit or
aspect these points in Sac.

Charan {pada) is most important for determining the
micro results e.g. treat a Star =1 year & one charan =
3 months.

Moon transits a Star for 24 hours. Transit in each pada
indicates 6 hours duration Whenever any significator

" . along with Moon transits this pada or Malefic planet
and markesh enters this pada indicate benefic/ma
lefic event during 6 hours.

Synchronise native's birth chart, chalit chart & transit
chart for micro decision.

Also examine Drekkana chart for that time.
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Prepare shadvargas for different activities. For Mar
riage prepare Navarnsa chart. Find out the planet en
suring marriage & mark in SBC.

Exalted planets in natal chart & Navamsa chart are
very powerful & beneficial.

Treat Birth Star as first year of liie & 27th Star as 27th
year. Repeat the cycle again e.g. Birth Star will indi
cate-1st year, 28th year, 55th yerr, 82nd year of life.
Find out the benefic years according to classification
of Stars.

Similarly examine the Dasa & Antar dasa lords. If they
occupy beneficial Stars e.g. 2,4, 6, 8, 9, the result are
bound to be benefic. II

Synchronising the above positions of planets withSBC,
determine the timing of event & also micro results.

Determination of exalted strength & shadvarga
strength is essential to determine benefic & malefic re
sults & also their potentiality.

e.g. Sun lord of 10th house in natal chart, occupy 12th
house & Sun is joined by Mars & aspected by
Rahu. IfSun is weak, it will give malefic results.

Determine the significations of each planet. ego Rahu
indicate death, destruction, demotions and dissolution.
Saturn indicates sufferings, losses, unhappeness and
failures.

Whenever a benefic planet aspects the Punya Saham,
it gives benefic & important results in that particular
year, depending on house occupied & owned by such
a planet.

Vedha results from Moonis Star are valid for one year
& Vedha results from Sun's Star are valid for 9 years.

Vedha by a benefic, of Ascendant & its lord is always
good.
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Danger or death possible.

Set backs & obstructions.

Sad events, unhappiness & fail
ures.

Vedha of all five

Vedha of Consonant

Vedha of Star

Planets occupying benefic Stars ego 2,4,6,8, 9is al
ways benefic e.g. Jupiter in 7th house occupying 4th
pada of Rohini in Taurus, Lord of 5th house & occu
pies Pawan Nadi and aspecting Tlth. house & 3rd
house. Since Jupiter is exalted in Navamsa, it will en
sure heavy legal income from many sources.

Special Vedha aspect results of Sun:

Vedha by Sun:

Vedha of Tithi

Vedha ofSign

Vedha of Vowels

Financial loss & no success.

Sickness & all round disappoint
ments.

Death possible. Avoid marriage,
travelling, entering a new house;

.> filing a suit, new business, new job
& election.

Sapta Nadi and Vedha of Nadi Lord:

From the following table, locate your Birth Star, your
Nadi and your Nadi Lord ego Birth Star Revati, than your
Nadi will be Dehan & its lord will be Mars.

Nadi: Prachand Pawan Dehan Sobhya Neer Jal Amrit

Lord: Saturn Sun Mars Jup Venus Mercury Moon

Stars Krittika Rohini Mrga Arda Punarvasu Pusya Aslesha

Istars Visakha Svati Chitra Hasta U.Phal- P. Phal- Maghs
!guni '~uni

Istars Anuradha Jyestha Mula P. Sha- U.Shada Abhijit Sravarn
da

Stars Bharani Asvini Revati U. Bha- P. Bha- Sat- Dhani
dra- dra- bhisaj Stha

l pada loada

Direc Malefic in South - Benefics in North
tion
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Prachand Nadi: Most dangerous. Two malefic planet
on this Nadi cause greatest harm. Benefic planets (strong)
indicate good luck.

Pawan Nadi: Lotof travelling but without any ben
efic results.

Dehan Nadi: Mental tension, setbacks, quarrels, spoil
business and carrer,

Sobhya Nadi : Benific results of Vedha by benefic
planets. Ensure many type of happy events in the life.

Neer Nadi : Hard work necessary to achieve the de
sired results. Opporturnities during the period are plenty.

Jal Nadi: All expectations are full filled. Some benefic
& some malefic results are also possible.

Arnrit Nadi: Ensures permanent benefic results.

F..S. : See chapter three also.

Notes:'

Benefic & Malefic planets on a particular Star or Stars
of a Nadi, will beconsidered as if they are moving on
all the Stars of that Nadi.

If lord of the Nadi (Planet) is moving on a Star of the
Nadi, it will give results according to the classification
of the Nadi,

If benefic or malefic planet alone move over the Nadi,
either with Moon or without Moon result will not be
satisfactory. Ifonly two benefic planets occupy a Nadi,
it is most beneficial.

If benefic planet along with Moon (full) join on Neer,
Jal or Amrit, it ensures benefic results.

Ifbenefic planet along with benefic Moonjoins Amrit
Nadi, it ensures many happy and permanent results.

If benefic planets (two or three) along with one or two
malefic planets join on Prachand, Pawan or Dehan
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Nadi, they give 25% benefic results only.

If more malefic planets & less benefic planets occupy
Neer, [al & Amrit Nadi, they give unsatisfactory re
sults.

IfVenus & Mcon occupy Neer, [al & Amirt Nadi, they
give most benefic results.

If Venus & Moon occupy Prachand, Pawan & Dehan
Nadi, they indicate only hope but no achievement.

IfSun, Moon l';>t Venus occupy any Nadi, they indicate
realisation of objectives.

If Moon, Jupiter & Venus or Moon, Mercury, Jupiter &
Venus occupy a Nadi, they indicate benefic results of
permanent nature.

IfSun, Moon & Saturn occupy any Nadi they indicate
most malefic period.

Any strong, retrograde or exalted planet onjal Nadi
indicates success in efforts.

Ifplanets are strong, malefic, :la'ling malefic relations
indicate only malefic results.

Iffast moving planet is ahead of slow moving planet,
on a Star, but both benefic, ensure success & happy
results.

If two or more planets occupy any Nadi, they give
results according to Nadi 's name.

If any planet occupy or move on its own Nadi,
it gives results according to the name of the
Nadi.

- If Mars occupy or move on any other Nadi, in addi
tion to its own Nadi, it gives results of that Nadi
only.

IfMoon along with two benefic planets move anyNadi
Star, it ensures most benefic results.
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Vedha results of Upgrahas:

The Upgrahas given in the followingchart are counted
from Star occupied by Sun and indicate the Star occupied
by them on a particular day. These Stars indicate malefic
day for all purpose & failures if some activity is carried out
on that day.

Star of Upgraha from Results:
Sun's star:

Sun's own Star

5th Star-Vidyutmukh

8th Star-Shoola

14th Star-Sannipat

18th Star- Ketu

21th Star - UIka

22nd Star-Kampa

23rd Star- Bajra

24th Star- Nirghat

Malefic results.

Death of child & fall.

Death of husband and bleeding.

Death of husband, son & fever.

Death of brother in law.

Financial loss & danger.

Death of relatives & cold.

Setbacks in profession & danger.

Setbacks in profession & danger.

Notes:

The above position ofStars does not includeAbhijitStar.

If these Stars are afflicted along with birth Star by
malefic conjunction or aspect, the malefic results will
bemore serious.

If two malefic planets are jointly afflicting above sen
sitiveStars-fromSun, along with birthStar, even death
may take place.

The day's Stars, occupied by malefic planets, are Stars
at S. No.5, 8, 14, 18, 21,22,23 and 24 are 100% ma
lefic davs and should be avoided for all purposes. Oth- .
erwise inalefic events may take place.

If birth Star itself is occupied by Upgrah, this indicates
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a serious warning. It may cause bad health, accident,
dispute. If a malefic planet & Upgraha falls on birth
Star, this is a serious indication & may cause death.

Vedha of Stars, from Birth Star by Planets and their
Vedha resuts:

Birth [anma
Star

2nd Star Sampat

3rd Star Vipat

4th Star Kshema

Sth Star Pratwara

6th Star Sadhaka

7th Star Naidhana

8th Star Maitra

9th Star Param
Maitra

10th Star Karma

11th Star Sampat

12th Star Vipat

13th Star Kshema

14th Star Pratwara

15th Star Sadhaka

16th Star Sanghatik

17th Star Muitra

Dangerto Native & death-IfVedha by 2
strong malefic planets..

Wealth & prosperrty-Benefrc aspect
necessary.

Accident if aspected by 2 strong malefic
planets.

Happiness & prosperity if nspected by
benefic planets. ..

Loss of business & obstacles depending on
malefic aspect.

Success in efforts, depending on sincere
efforts.

Sudden death & loss if Vedha by 2 strong
malefic planets.

Financial gain & success through friend.

Financial gain & success through very
intimate friend.

Disputes, sufferings and unhappiness.

Wealth & prosperity.

Sickness & accident.

Happiness & prosperity,

Loss of business & obstruction.

Success in efferts depends on sincere effort.

Financial loss & disappointment.

Finanrtal SlICll'SS & gain through friend.

18th Star Samudayik Sudden setbacks, malefic results and harm.

19th Star Adhan Separation and foreign travel.

Андрей
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20th Star Sampat

21th Star Vipat

22th St,"F' Ksheuia

23th Star Vinash

2·HhStc.lr Sadhuka

25th Star Jab

26th Star Desh-

27th Star Abhishek

Wealth & prosperity.

Sickness & accident.

Happiness ,&prosperity.

Dispute, sudden death and
misunderstanding.

Success in efforts,

Destruction of family & community

Defeat by enemy. Division of Desh or
property.

Imprisonment, murder, destruction of house.

Notes:

Any benefic planet having Vedha of benefic Stars ego
2, 4, 6, 8, 9 from Birth Star the benefic results are as
sured with full satisfaction.

Any malefic planet having Vedha of malefic Stars e.g.
3, 5, 7, the malefic results will increase.

Any benefic/malefic planet having Vedha of birth Star
(janrnaStar), the results will be according to planet's
nature.

janma Star may be treated as Ascendant, if Vedha is
caused by benefic planet, it, causes wealth, respect,
position, good health etc. IfVed.ha is by malefic planet,
it may even cause death.

Stars are always fixed & cannot give benefic/malefic
results unless planets transit these Stars. Planets move
in the Zodiac. Their influence & impact inSBC is most
important.

Stars Vedha in SBCis considered most important for
all types of predictions.

Vedha of Birth Star in the same pada by a strong ma
lefic or two malefics, may even cause death. Birth Star
is the first Star of birth, 10th Star (Karma Star) is also
r. ',<1. c ..~ .. hilt malefic impact on this Star is much less.
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Similarly 19th Star (Adhan Star) is also. birth Star,
Malefic impact on this Star will not cause death, but
only separation from family & foreign travel.

Vedha of Birth Star may be direct or indirect. How
ever if Latta Stars & Upgrahas Stars are also
synchronised, the impact of maleficVedha will be se
vere.

Note: See Chapter 18 for Sarvato Bhadra Chakra.
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Chapter 11

Forecasting Methodology-How to
Determine Benefic Mahurata

Introduction:

Astrology has prescribed large number of benefic
Mahuratas-Common for all purposes. In Addition Astrol
ogy has prescribed special Mahurata for each auspicious
activity ego entering into a new house, marriage, buying
vehicle or gold, post natal ceremonies, education, opening
a new shop or Starting a new business, travel etc etc.

In SBC, when some benefic planets in motion, transit
the birth Star and other consonants of the native, create
most auspicious Mahurata for all types of activities. This
Mahurata should however be synchronised with auspicious
Mahurata according to natal chart-of the native.

Methodology:

Mark the following auspicious Stars in the SBC of the
native:

Type of Stars in general:

Birth Stars: 1, 10, 19 Neutral

Sampat Stars 2, 11, 20 Benefic

VipatStars 3, 12, 21 Malefic

Kshemya Stars 4, 13, 22 Benefic

Pratwara Stars 5, 14, 23 Malefic

Sadhka Stars 6, 15, 24 Benefic
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Benefic

Benefic

MaleficNaidhanaStars 7, 16, 25

Maitra Stars 8, 17, 26

Param Maitra Stars 9, 18, 27

p.s. :See Chapter 10 also.

Notes:

The above system does not include Abhijeet Star.

The birth Star can be determined from the star occu
pied by Moon.

If birth chart is not available, determine the Star ac
cording to the latest popular name of the native.

Ensure benefic aspect on Birth Star, Birth lunar date,
Moon sign, Navamsa sign, on a particular day. If there
is no malefic aspect, it indicates 100% success.

If malefic Vedha aspect is prominent, it indicates fail
ures.

If all the four benefic planets are having Vedha, 100%
success is assured. .

If only Jupiter is causing benefic Vedha, it indicates
improvement, success, gain & victory.

If only Venus is causing benefic Vedha, it indicates
happiness and romance.

If only Mercury is causing benefic Vedha, it indicates
success in examination.

If all the malefic planets are having Vedha-l00%
failure in efforts, death & financial loss is possi
ble.

If Sun is causing Vedha, it indicates, disappointment
and tension.

If Mars is causing Vedha, it indicates dispute, accident
or death.
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If Saturn is causing Vedha, it indicates serious sick
ness & loss.

If Rahu is causing Vedha, it indicates accident & in
jury.

If Ketu is causing Vedha, it indicates food poisoning.

If birth Star is having malefic Vedha, it indicates loss.

If birth sign is having malefic Vedha, it indicates de-
-motion and setbacks in profession. .

If Navamsa is having malefic Vedha, it indicates fail
ures, disappointment & death.

The benefic & malefic Stars should be clearly marked
inSBC.

When 2/3 malefic planets conjunct or aspect 1, 10 or
19th Star, reject such a time for all important activi
ties.

Stars at number 3,5,7,12, 14, 16,21,23,25 are most
malefic & avoid all important activities on days, which
are occupied by these Stars.

If tnalefic planets are having Vedha, of panchakas,
the results will be as under:

Marriage : Marital discord & divorce.,
Travel : Never return back.

Medical treatment : No recovery.

Financial transactions : No recovery &loss.

. IfSun is involved in malefic Vedha-Disappointments.

If Mars is involved in malefic Vedha-Death.

IfSaturn is involved in malefic Vedha-Financialloss.
If Rahu is involved in malefic Vedha-Accident.

IfKetuis involved in malefic Vedha-Poisoning.

If Malefic Moon is involved in malefic Vedha-Malefic
results.
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If Malefic planet/ planets is/are strong, such a day
must be avoided for all auspicious activities.

Whenever Sun transit any direction in SSe-East,
South, West or North-the Sign, Star, Navarnsa etc. be
come combust & most unauspicious.

Whenever any malefic planet is causing Vedha
of a particular pada of a particular Star, the
whole Star become malefic & should be avoi
ded.

Avoid conjunction of malefic planet on birth Star.

Avoid aspect of malefic planet on birth Star.

Avoid birth Star if occupied by Latta Star.

Avoid birth Star if happens to be a Star occupied by
Upgrah.

Avoid aspect of malefic planets on other birth compo-
nents. .-,

Avoid the day on which birth Star is occupied by Sun,
Mars or Saturn.

Avoid the day, on which the Stars atS. Nos. 10, 19, 12,
23,16,25 are occupied by Sun, Mars, Saturn or Ma
leficMoon.

Avoid the day, which is owned by birth star and is
occupied by all the malefic planets.

Another method for de terming Beneficft.1alefic Mahu
rata:

Decide the malefic sensitive Stars from Sun which are
owned by Upgrahas. These Stars falling on a particu
lar day are considered malefic as under. These should
beavoided for all auspicious activities specially mar
riage:
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Star on a particular Results Worship
day from Sun Star planets to
(Upgrahas) avoid

malefic
impact

-SunStar M!ifr Sm

-5thSlarfromSun'sStar Deathofduld, Sm

-BthSlarfranSun'sStar(Shoola) Deathothusband, MIn

-14thStarfrQmSun'sStar~) Deathofbusbandcexn, Mrs

-18thStarfrcmSun'sStar(Ketu) DeathofbrothrinJaw. Mmny

- 2lstStarfranSun'sStar(Ulka) FinandaJ~& danger. Wier
- Z2ndStarfromSun'sS!ar(l<ampl) IRathofrelatives. S:1Ium

- Z3rdStarfranSun'sS!ar(&jjra) SeIhlcksinproksSoo. Vmus
Qmgerfromwearot~

- 24thStarfromSun'sSlar(Nirghat) ~lioofromfamily. RitIu

Notes:

Exclude Abhijit Star for counting position of
Upgrahas. In addition, if the birth Star is also afflicted
by malefic conjunction or aspect, the malefic results will
be more serious, even death. So avoid days on which
the above Upgrahas Stars are located & -there is malefic
Vedha also on the Star and also birth Star. Viz birth
Star is occupied by a Upgraha & also having Vedha by
malefics.

Malefic Latta Dosh :

In deeemung the auspicious time, avoid the follow
ings Stars, specially when a malefic planet is causing
Vedha aspect:



Position of Latta Behind/ Result Results if Latta falls on
Star from a Star Front for birth Star
occupied a planet counting

12th from Sun's Star Front Death, Professional setbacks
(Sun's Lalla) d"feat and loss.

3rd irom Mars Star Front Set backs Set back~ dange~ ..... ,"

(Mars Latta) death and Loss.

6th from [up's Star Front illness Loss oi relatives,
(Iup's Lalla) separation and suiierings.

8th from Sat's Star Front Dange~, Death, serious danger,
(Sat's Lalla) iear loss, theit and sickness

22nd irom Moon's behind Danger, Set backs, danger,
Star (Moon's Latta) death travel and disease

ith trorn Mercury's behind Death of Separation, Loss and confusion
Star (Mer's Latta) relative

5th irom Yen's Star behind Set backs Loss of relatives,
(Yen's Latta) discord with wife and sex

disease

9th irom Rahu &<
Ketu Star behind Death Financial loss and danger

(Rahu/Ketu Lalla)

e.g. USun is on Krittika Star, than its Will effect Chitra Star,
being 12th Star from its own position. Such a Star
should be avoided for all purpose. In such a case when
such a Vedha Star, (Chitra) has malefic conjunction or
Vedha by malefic planet, it becomes verymalefic,

When any planet is Retrograde, find out the position
by reversing the above combinations.

Any Malefic planet in transit conjuncting or having
Vedha of Latta Star, defeat, death, travel widowhood
is possible.

For counting the position of Latta Star, do not include
·\l·hiiit ~t.lr Cc...nsider onlv 27 Stars.

:...



Chapter 12

Forecasting Methodology: How to
Determine Sickness & Accident

Introduction:

When a person is seriously sick or injured in accident,
a question arises whether the person will recover or will
face end. These question can be easily decided from SSC as
under:

Indicate all the five componants of the individual on
the SSC, at the time of serious sickness or accident.

Indicate all the 9 planets in transit, in relevant Vargas
of Stars, at the time of serious sickness or accident.

The results of malefic Vedha :

Ifa retrograde malefic planet is causing Vedha of birth
Star and other components: Death is possible.

If a fast malefic planet is causing Vedha: Disease will
prolong.

If Sun is causing Vedha: Severe pain & fever is pos
sible.

IfMars is causing Vedha: Breathing problem and bleed
ing is possible.

IfRahu is causing Vedha: Heart trouble or severe type
of problem is possible.

If Ketu is causing Vedha: Severe type of fits or pain.

IfSaturn is causing Vedha: Severe pain, sickness and
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death is possible.

If Birth Star is afflicted by 2/3 Malefic Planets: Eye
disease, confusion is possible.

IfConsonant is afflicted: Vomiting and indigestion.

If Vowel is afflicted: Mouth, teeth and ear disease.

IfTithi is afflicted: Skin disease and rheumatic pain.

IfBirth Sign is afflicted: Cough, nervous disease, indi
gestion and danger from water.

Ifone strong malefic planet is causing Vedha of 4 com
ponents of SSC Sickness is possible.

Ifone strong Malefic Planet is causing Vedha of all the
fi ve components of SSe: Death is possible.

Vedha by 2/3 Malefic Planets, of Tithi and Vowel:
Serious sickness is possible.

Vedha by 4 or 5 Malefic planets of components of SBC:
Serious sickness or death is possible.

Vedha of Birth sign by 4-5 Malefic Planets: Death.

Vedha by Sun, Saturn, Mars, Rahu or Ketu of Birth
Star & Birth Sign: Death is possible,

Vedha of Birth Tithi by 4-5 Malefic Planets: Death.

Vedha of BirthConsonant by 4-5Malefic Planets: sick
ness and Death.

Vedha of Birth Consonant by 4-5MaleficPlanets: Sick
ness and Death.

Vedha of BirtI-l Vowel by 4-5Malefic Planets: Sickness
and Death.

Vedha of allS Components by one or more malefic
planets: Serious sickness and death.

Vedha of all 5 components from 2 sides by two malefic
planets: Death is possible.
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Vedha of 1st Star, 23rd Star, 18th Star 16th Star from
Birth Star by two or more Malefic Planets may cause
death.

The 16th Star from Birth Star is having Vedha by Ma
lefic Planets, the native may die in his house within 96
days.



Chapter 13

Forecasting Methodology-How to
determine success in National

Politics and War
Introduction

Forensuring correct political predictions synchronising
of the SBCwith the Kurm Chakra is essential. In this Chakra
India is divided into 9 regions. Each region has been as
signed three Stars as significators of that region. This Kurm
Chakra is useful for determining the directions as under:

Directions of the different regions in the world..

Directions of the countries.

Directions of different regions in a Country.

Directions of different parts of a city & region.

And many types of sub-sub directions.

Directonal Vedha Power of Sun:

As explained in chapter 9, Sun has special Vedha pow
ers to cause Directional Vedha. It means that when Sun
occupies a Star belonging to a particular direction-East,
West, South & North, the whole direction is afflicted for
three months from the date of entry of Sun in that direc
tion till it leaves the last Star & Sign of that direction. In this
way all the directions are afflicted.

Victory in War:

For victory in war, army should attack the direction,
which is afflicted by Sun for 3 months. This can en-
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sure success in war & enemy will be defeated. These
afflictions are as under:

East direction is afflicted when Sun transits 2, 3, 4
Signs. .

South direction is afflicted when Sun transits 5, 6-, 7
Signs.

West direction is afflicted when Sun transits 8, 9, 10
Signs.

North direction is afflicted when Sun transits 11, 12, 1
Signs.

Notes:

If both the Countries are suffering from affliction, the
country which is having stronger affliction will be de
feated.

Determine the five components of the country
whose future you want to know.

If you are interested in defeat of any country, the
panchakas of that country should have maximum af
fliction .

If you are interested in victory of any country, the
panchakas of such a country should have maximum
benefic Vedha aspect by benefic planets only.

\.' .
Note:

Similarly know the future of individuals participating
in war.

In brief, the result ofWar will be as under:

One malefic planet is afflicting-Danger.

Two malefic planets are afflicting-Defeat.

Three malefic planets are afflicting-Danger &defeat.

Four malefic planets are afflicting-Imprisonment of
leaders.
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Five malefic planets are afflicting-Death in war and
destruction.

Saturn is causing Vedha-Severc loss of army person-
als. d, 'J"-' '

Mars is causing Vedha-Severe injuries to army person
als.

Sun is causing Vedha-severe wound to army person
als.

Rahu is causing Vedha-Destruction & financial loss.

Benefics planets are causing Vedha-Success, Victory
& gain.

If malefic planet is afflicting Consonant-Death is pos
sible.

Ifplanning to attack enemy's country, ensure enemies
varga's are combust.

Your Vargas should never be combust. Also see that
enemy's Consonant, Sign, Star are afflicted by malefic
planets, in addition to Sun's transit in that direction.

If both the Countries are having the same type of
Vedha than examine Vedha of components
(panchakas) in begining or in end is essential. HVedha
is by 2/3 malefic planets, the defeat of enemy is must.

If the Stars of both the Countries are combust at the
same time, than the country which attack first will be
victorious.

If any country, region, city have Vedha by 2 malefic
planets from two directions, the destruction of that

:' Country is 100% possible.
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Commodity: Similarly from the first word of commod
ity, decide the Panchakas.

Time: Similarily decide the panchakas from the 1st lu
nar tithi and from tithi, find out the Star & sign.

Sometimes, the consonant & the vowel are the same.
In such cases, treat the first word of the most popular
latest name as consonant & also vowel e.g. Amar.

Prepare Panchaka chart of the country, commodity &
time and also padas of their Stars.

Decide the strength of transiting planets & their posi
tion.

Decide the Sign Lord of the country, commodity & time.

Decide the planet causing affliction either by aspect
or conjunction.

The total impact of benefic or malefic Vedha aspect
depends on the strength of planets causing Vedha.

Strength of planet causing Vedha :

Sign: Own Friends Neutral Enemy

Benefic Planets: 100% 75% 50% 25%

Malefic Planets: 25~ 50% 75~ 100%

Planets are more strong when in the middle of the sign.

Planet if exalted, the benefic/malefic strength will be
three times.

Planet if debilitated the benefic/malefic strength will
only be 50%.

If the lord of the Country or commodity or time is also
a Vedha planet, the impact will be 100%, if friendly
75% if neutral 50% and if enemy, the impact of price
variations will be 25%.

Synchronise the relations between the lords of the
Country, State, City, Year, Month, Day, and Commod-
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ity with the actual lords based on the narne of the
Country, State, City etc-whether they are friends, en-
emy or neutral. '

Methodology :

Now decide a particular commodity & its popular
name in that city or state. .

Findout the Star of the commodity & mark in the SBC.

Mark the benefic/malefic relation of planets with the
i)tar of the commodity.

Note the conjunction of planets & Vedha aspect of plan
ets, which should always be actual-maximum within
1 degree.

Record carefully the conjunction aspect & Vedha as
pect of relevant plartet on the concerned Star of the
commodity.

Note the prevailing price of that commodity on the
first day of the Year, Month & Monday.

Also prepare a horoscope of each date/day & study
according to Astrological principles.

If malefic relation is there, price increase is possible.

Percentage of price variations can be decided as under:

Note the ruling prices on a particular day.

Divide the ruling price by 20.

Each unit will indicate price variation.

Compare this price with the prices prevailing on the
first day of the Year, Month & Monday.

Similarly record the relations of Planets, Star on any
future date & determine the increase/decrease by
synchronising the prices one year back, one month back
or Monday with the current prices and accordingly
determine the future trend.
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Find out from 9 planets, the total benefic/mal~fic in
fluence on the prices, deduct them & deternune the
actual influence.

Since the planets have three types of speed, the price
variation is also of three types-very high, high and
average.

Now you can determine the trend, either very high,
high or average increase from benefic or malefic influ
ence.

Similarly prepare grading of the previous closing.

If there is benefic Vedha by benefic planets-Mandi (de
pression) is possible.

Another Method:

.' - Decide the Starting time & closing time of prices. It
may be a year or a month or a day. It means two peri
ods-previous dosing and future prices.

Decide the actual longitude of planets.

Decide the Vedha aspect of planets according to their
speed. Record speed & direction of planets.

Decide the actual Vedha of Star, pada of Star,Navamsa
Vedha and other panchakas of country, time & com
modity.

Decide the strength of planets-in own house, in friends
house, in enemy's house, in neutral house, also note if
planet is rising, combust, retrograde or exalted.

Carefully record:

Panchakas of the city, time & commodity.

Pada Vedha by 9 planets.

Pada aspect by 9 planets.

Strength of Benefic/Malefic Vedha aspect of pada by
9 planets.
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Impact starts from South.

12. Uttra Malefic Teji in urad, moong, rice.
Phalguni Benefic Mandi in urad, moong, rice.

Impact Starts from North

13. Hasta Malefic Teji in sandal & camphor.
Benefic Mandi in sandal & camphor.

Impact starts from North.

14. Chitra Malefic Teji in gold, gems, gur. urad, moong,
animals.

Benefic Mandi in gold, gems, gur, urad, moong,
animals.
Impact Starts from North.

15. Svati Malefic Teji in chilies, oil & heeng.
Benefic Mandi in chilies, oil & he eng.

Impact starts from North.

16. Visakha Malefic Teji in rice, wheat, moong, masoor &
moth.

Benefic Mandi in rice, wheat, moong, masoor,
moth.
Impact starts from South.

17. Arnnadha Malefic Teji in arhar, grains, rice & gram.
Benefic Mandi in arhar, grains, rice, gram.

Impact starts from East.

18. [yestha Malefic Teji in gur, camphor, mercury & heeng.
Benefic Mandi in gur, camphor, mercury &

hceng.
Impact starts from East.

19. Mula Malefic Teji in white commodities, cotton &
grains.

Benefic Mandi ih white commodities, cottonde
grains.
Impact starts from West.

20. Purva- Malefic Te[i in glwf' and grains.
sadha Benefic Mandi ill ghee & grains.

Impact starts from West.

21. Uttm- MaHic Teji in animals, iron, brass & copper.
sadha Benefic Mandi in animals, iron, brass & copper.

Impact starts from East.

22. Abhijit Malefic Teji in moong, .sonth.
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23. Sravana Malefic

Benefic

Benefic

Malefic
Benefic

Mandi in moong, sonth.
Impact starts's from East.

Teji in sugar, grains &. sweet rom
modities.
Mandi in sugar, grains &. sweet com
modities.
Impact starts &.from East.

Malefic: . Tejiin gold, silver, pearls & gems.
Benefic : Mandi in gold, silver, pearls &.gems.

Impact starts from East.

Teji in oils &.wines.
Mandi in oils &. wines.
Impact starts from West.

24. Dhani-
shta

25. Satabh-
isaj

Malefic
Benefic

Malefic
Benefic

26. Purva
Bhadra
pada

27. Uttra
Bhadra
pada

28. Revati

Teji in metals, gr.lins &:medicines.
Mundi in metals, gr.lll1s& medicines.
Impact starts from South.

Malefic Tejiin gur, sugar, til & oils.
Benefic Mandi in gur, sugar, til & oils.

Impact starts from West.

Teji in pearl, gelllS,bettlenuts.
Mandi in pearl, gelllS & bettlenuts.
Impact starts & from North.

Note: Teji stands for rise in Prices &.Mandi for decline.

Impact of Planets on Prices, due to Vedha of Signs.

Sun in Aries

Moon in Aries

Mars in Aries

Mercury in Aries

Rise in cotton, ghee, oil, til, sarso,
almond, gur, sugar, gold & silver.
Fall in wheat, rice, urad, mong,
arhar, gram & peas.

Rise in wheat, gram, alsi &
opium. Fall in gold &silver.

Rise in gur, gold, silver, metals,
red coral, pearl, wool & cotton.
Fallin wheat & other grains.

Risein animals.
Fallin gold, silver, metals, wheat,
gram, til, mustard oil, cotton,
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Jupiter in Aries

ghee, gur & sugar.

Rise in cotton.
Fall in gold, silver, copper, gur &
silk.

Venus inAries Rise in gram, wheat, grains,
ghee, gold, silver, gur.
Fall in wool, til & oil.

Saturn in Aries Rise in gold silver, copper,
metals, til, oil, ghee, cotton.
Fall in gur, sugar & oil.

!
Rahu/Ketu in Aries Rise in wheat, gram and grains.

Sun in Taurus Rise in silver, gold, gur, sugar,
cotton & oil.
Fall in wheat, gram, arhar,
moong and rice.

Moon in Taurus Rise in wheat, gram urad,
til, ground nut, silver & cotton.
Fall inanimals.

Mars in Taurus Rise in red items, grains, cotton,
oil,gold, silver, copperand shares.

Mer in Taurus Rise in wheat, gram & rice,
cotton & oil.

JuP in Taurus Rise in cotton, silver & grains.
Fall in salt & red things.

Ven in Taurus Rise in gold & silver.
Fall in grains and cotton.

Saturn in Taurus Rise in gur, sugar, cotton, gold,
silver, copper, oils, wheat, grains
and rice.
Fall in Saturn's transit during
last 6months of the transit period.

Rahu in Taurus Rise in oils, gur, sugar & cotton.
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Sun inGemini

Moon inGemini

Mars in Gemini

Mer in Gemini

JuP inGemini

Yen in Gemini

Sat in Gemini

Rahu inGemini

Sun in Cancer

Moon in Cancer

Mars in Cancer

Mer in Cancer

Rise in silk, cotton, steel, oil,
gur, sugar, ghee, moong, urad,
wheet, gram, rice, gold & silver.

Rise in cotton, wheat & gram.

Rise in gur, sugar, copper & red
items.

Rise in animals.
Fall in gold, silver & sarso.

Rise in copper, steel & ghee.
Fall in cotton, gold, silver,
cloth & ground nut.

Rise in wheat, gram & rice.
Fall in cotton, cloth, oil, arhar,
gur&ghee.

Rise in salt, oils, gur & steel.
Fall in gold and animals:

Rise in cotton, ghee, grains and
yarn.
Fall in silver and gold.

Rise in gur' sugar, silver, gold,
oil, cotton & sarso.
Fall in wheat, gram, matar,
arhar, urad, mool1g & rice.

Fall in silver, gold & cotton if
aspected byJupiter.

Rise in grains, gur, sugar &
animals.
Fall in oils, silver, if relation
with benefic planets.

Rise in silver, gur, oil & ground
nutfor short period.
Fall in cotton, gold, grains &
white cloth.
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Jupiter in Cancer

Yen in Cancer

Sat in Cancer

Rahu in Cancer

Sun in Leo

Moon in Leo

Mars in Leo

Mer in Leo

JuP in Leo

VeninLeo

Satin Leo

Rahuin Leo

Rise in cotton, gur, sugar, ghee,
wheat & grains.

Rise in cotton, oils, ghee, gur &
sugar.

Fall in silver: wheat, gram &
arhar.

Rise in cotton.

Rise in steel, copper, brass,
gold, silver, wheat & rice.

Rise in silver.igold, gur, cotton,
sugar & oil.

Fall in grains & shares.

Rise in camphor, cotton, silver,
gold.

Rise in Silver, gold, copper, steel,
gur, sugar, wheat, red chillies &
red colour items.

Rise in silver, gold, cotton &
woolen items.

Fall in gur, sugar & camphor.

Rise in ghee, wheat and cotton if
alone.

Fall in silver, gold, copper and
steel.

Rise in gold, copper, gram,
wheat.ghee, animals.

Fall in silver.

Rise in gur, oil, steel, urad, grains
and cotton when sat is 6° to 7°.

Rise in oil and kiryana items.
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Sun in Virgo

Moon in Virgo

Mars in Virgo

.Mer in Virgo

Jupin Virgo

Ven in Virgo

Satin Virgo

Rahu in Virgo

Sun in Libra

Moon in Libra

Mars in Libra

Mer in Libra

Fall in wheat & grains.

Rise in oil, cotton & red items.
Fall in silver & shares.

Rise in gold, silver & steel.
Fall in cotton.

Rise in cotton, silver, gold, sil
ver, wool, wheat and all type
of red items.

Rise in wheat, gram, gur.. sugar
& haldi.
Fall in cotton & silver.

Rise in rice, wheat, moong,
urad, gram, oil, ghee, gur &
sugar.
Fall in cotton, silver & grains.

Rise in silver, wheat grains, gur,
woolen clothes and rice.

Rise in cotton, gur, sugar
grains-for some time.
Fall in gold & silver.

Rise in cotton.
Fall in oil, sa'rso &til.

Rise in wheat, gram, gold &
copper.
Fall in silver & cotton.

Fall in rice, ghee, ground nut,
silver & gold.

Rise in gur, sugar, wheat, urad,
moong & grains.
Fall in prices if associated with
jupiter,

Rise in cotton, gur, sugar &
<Told.
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JuP in Libra

Venin Libra

Sat in Libra

Rahu in Libra

Sun in Scorpio

Moon in Scorpio

Mars in Scorpio

Mer inScorpio

JuP in Scorpio

Yenin Scorpio

Sat in Scorpio

Rahu in Scorpio

Sun in Sagittarius

Fall in silver, ground nut & oils.

Rise in gold & cotton.
Fall in ghee, oil & sarso,

Rise in gold, gur & sugar.
Fall in cotton & silver.

Rise in gur, cotton, sugar &
grains.
Fall in cotton when Sat is 15° in
Libra.

Rise in grains.

Rise in cotton, copper, gold, sil
ver & woolen items.
Fall in red coloured items.

Fall in gold, silver & pearls.

Rise in gur, gold, silver &
cotton.

Rise in ghee, oil, silver, & gold.
Fall in grains.

Rise in cotton, gold, sil ver,
copper, ghee, oil, gur & urad
dal & grains for short period.

Rise in wheat, urad, moong,
moth, bajra, silver and gur.

Rise in wheat, gram, masoor,
cotton & silver.
Fall in price') if Saturn has
benefic aspect.

Rise in cotton gold & silver for
short period.

Rise in cotton, til, oil, gold, sil
ver.
Fall in grains.
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Moon in Sagitt.

Mars in Sagitt.

Mer in Sagitt.

JuP in Sagitt,

Yen inSagitt.

Sat in Sagitt,

Rahu inSagitt.

Sun in Capricorn

Moon in Capricorn

Mars in Capricorn

MercwyinCapricorn

Jupiter in Capricorn

Fall in til, oil, cotton & cotton
clothes.

Rise in cotton, silver, metals,
ghee, grains and animals.

Rise in cotton & silver if rela
tion with malefic planets, oth
erwise fall in price.

Rise in gur if associated with
Sat.
Fall in sugar, gur, wheat, salt,
oil, ghee, gold, silver, brass,
steel, copper & coins.

Rise in wheat, gram, grains,
silver, gold & copper.

Fall incotton.

Rise in wheat, gram, grains,
gur, sugar & coal.

Rise in cotton & animals after a
month.

Rise in ghee, oil, gur, sugar &
cotton.
Fall in wheat & grains.

Rise in all types of metals.

Rise in gold, silver, copper,
gur, ghee, oil & wool etc.
Fall in grains when having
benefic aspect.

Rise in cotton, gold, silver.
Fall in grains.

Rise in wheat, gram, cotton,
copper, gold, silver.
Fall in prices when Jupiter has
benefic relations.
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Venus in Capricorn

Saturn in Capricorn

Rahu in Capricorn

Sun in Aquarius

Moon in Aquarius

Mars in Aquarius

Merucuryin
Aquarius

Jupiter in Aquarius:

Venus in Aquarius

Saturn in Aquarius

Rahu in Aquarius

Sun in Pisces

Rice in shares, gur, ghee, wheat,
gram & grains.

Rise in cotton, silver, gold,
copper, wheat, oil, & all types

.¢'I;fl of grains. . .

Rise in gram & wheat.
Fall in gur & sarso.

Rise in ghee, oil, salt & ground
nut. .
Fall in cotton, wheat, grains,
gur&sugar.

Rise in oil, til & ground nut.
Fall in cotton, gold & silver.

Rise in wheat, grains, gur &
gold.
Fall in silver & cotton.

Rise in ghee, oil, gur & sugar.
Fall in silver & cotton.

Rise in gold, copper, brass, steel
etc after 3 months & cotton upto
6 months.

Rise in cotton when Ven us is 240

Fall in silver, gur, wheat,
gram, moong & white things.

Rise in oils, silver, grains &
shares.

Rise in oils & other items if
related to malefic planets.
Fall in prices if related to
benefic planets.

Rise in oil, gur, sugar, cotton
& gold.
Fall in silver possible.
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Mars in Pisces

Moon in Pisces

Venus in Pisces

Jupiter in Pisces

Mercury in Pisces

Fall in gold & silver.

Rise in gold, cotton, woolen
items.
Fall in silver.

Rise in gold & silver for short
period.

Fall in gur, cotton & sugar.

Rise in cotton for 6 months, also
rise in wheat, gur, urad, sugar,
salt etc.

Rise in silver.
Fall in grains, oil, gur, sugar if
benefic relation.

Saturn in Pisces Rise in gur, sugar, ghee &
grains, gold & silver for first 6
months.
Fall in prices afterwards.

Rahu in Pisces Rise in grains & cotton.
.Fall in gold & silver.

Special norms for Teji & Mandi:

Sun: The marked trend reverses if Sun is with a
combust planet.

Moon: It is an indicator of dailyflunctuations.

Mars: When with another fast moving plant, the market
picks up. IfSaturn, Neptune, Pluto are with Mars,
it causes Teji.

Mer: Lot of fluctuation if Mercury remains in a sign for
more than 25 days. It causes sudden fluctuations
in all important commodities for short period.

Mer: It causes Mandi, if ahead of Sun.

Mer: Ifcauses lot of fluctuations if joined by Sun.
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Mer: Exalted with Sun, causes Teji.
!

Mer: Debilitated with Sun, causes Mandi.

Mer: Retrograde.isame trend for 7 days.

jup : Causes Mandt, when Star or sign is moveable.

[up : Causes Teji if joined by a malefic planet.

Jup: Causes sudden Teji if joined by Uranus.

.Venus: Causes both Mandi & Teji. .

Venus + Mercury: Causes Mandi.

Venus + Pluto: Causes Teji.

Saturn: Causes Teji.

Saturn + Rahu or Neptune: Teji due to shortage.

Hershal : Mandi

Harshal + Benefic planet: Mandi

Harshal + Malefic planet: Teji

Neptune: Teji

Neptune + Malefic Planet: Teji

Neptune + Benefic Planet : Mandi

Timing of events:

First Vedha of Star, Sign, Lunar Tithi,Cansonet, Vowel
by a planet should take place in anyone house.

Thereafter when Moon also causes Vedha of the same
panchakas, the Benefic or malefic event takes place.

In case malefic Vadha of Star etc, the price of the com
modity, signified by the concerned Star may rise.

In case of Benefic Vedha, the price may fall.

Example: How to determine gold prices in Delhi on
25.7.1997 at 15 hours.
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Forecasting Methodology: Impact .
of Vedha on Hindu Casts:

Methodology :

Whenever there is Vedha by Malefic Planets on pre
scribed Stars, defferent Hindu casts suffer.as under:

Sufferings to Brahmins:

Saturn having Vedha aspect on Krittika, Purva
Phalguni, Purva Sadha and Purva-Bhadrapada Stars.

Sufferings to Vaisyas:

Saturn having Vedha aspect on R~\ati,Anuradhci;'
Magha and Rohini Stars.

Sufferings to Sudras :

Saturn having Vedha aspect "on Punarvasu, Asvini,
Hasta and Abhijit stars.

Sufferings to Chhatriyas:

Saturn having Vedha aspect on Pusya, Uttara
Phalguni, Uttara-sadha and Uttara-Bhadrapada Stars.

Sufferings to other casts in the world.

Saturn having Vedha aspect on remaining 12 Stars
Bharni, Mrga, Aslesha, Chitra, Svati, Visakha, ]yestha,
Mula, Sravana, Dhanistha and Satabhisaj.

In case there is benefic Vedha by benefic Planets-Jupi
ter, Venus, Mercury & Moon, benefic results will take
place.
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Mercury:

Jupiter:

Venus:

Satrun:

Rahu:

Ketu:

Uranus:

Neptune:

Pluto:

Wheat, grains, silk, textiles, sugar, cotton,
coppet, green clothes, arhar, goundnut &
& peas.

Gold, silver, turmeric, rubber, food items,
zinc, grams, jute, tobacco, Iuxury items,
tin & salt.

Cotton, sugar, jute, textiles, wheat, rice, sil
ver, silk, glass, copper, wine, spices, grains,
jute products, diamond, ghee & oil.

Metals, steel, coal, lead, cement, copper, oil
seeds, mustard, groundnuts, wool, iron, jute,
leather goods,til, urad & gram.

Metal, Wireless, & electrical goods, iron,
gomed, til & urad.

Wireless&electrical goods & all items of black
colour.

Aluminium, electrical goods & aerated wa
ter, vehicles & radio.

I

Tea,raw cotton, medicines, surgical goods, oil,
tobacco, drugs, kerosene & toxic items.

Rubber) tin, turmaric, leather, watches,
machinery, copper, zinc, arms, liquor,
steel & drugs,

I



Chapter 18

Sarvato Bhadra Chakra &
Other important Chakras

1. Sarvato Bhadra Chakra:

As already explained in chapter three, the SBC con
tains the following constituents. All these constituents
are properly placed in SBC sketch in their appropsiate
vargas.

1. Stars:

2. Signs:

3. Lunar Tithies:

4. Weekdays:

5. Vowels:

6. Consonants:

P.S.: Chart on next page.

Varga numbers:

2 to 8, 10 to 16
18 to 24 & 26 to 32

58 to 060, 62 to 64

66 to 68, & 70 to 72

74, 76, 78, 80 and 81

74, 76, 78, 80 & 81

1, 9, 17, 25, 33, 39, 65
69, 73, 75, 45, 51, 77
,~9, 57 & 61.

~14 to 38, 40 to 44
46 to 50, 52 to 56
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LATIA CHAKRA

Some malefic sensitive points are determined with the
help Latta Chakra. Latta me~ns casti~ga malefic infl~ence
on ., 1'11I"1 il'lIlnrSlur. .l t " partIcular distance bv a particular
l'h\l\d F\I'~t \,,,,\,,\1,, ., \ .,111\ ,I","", ,,,,,llIlId," >.1,,,,,, II'.

,"\'\'\\\\\\"'\ \ "j(, H', c~:••" i", 'v' •• ; .' ,,' ... "

-,
M.ll\'~ ~"n ~h" Ht \1"."" \ '''1'11,'' \ "..". '", Il,l,,,

1<."111
utlaSlar U 12 3 7 6 5 8 9

Directio Front Behind Front Behind Front Behind Front Behind

Re5uIts l.clIfiol ~ DEath [m; danger to Setbalh =.2
wealth dan8l'" dan8l'" relative ~~

.:; ::l
<'II J::j .:;
Q~ ~

Notes:
Latta means a kick by a Planet, a Star which is de
clared as most malefic sensitive point.

Counting should be done from the Star occupied by
each planet either foward or backward as indicated
in the above chart.

Rahu being always retrograde, backward of Rahu
means forward of Rahu's face.

Front indicates clockwise direction, behind means
anticlockwise direction.

Latta Star indicates only the malefic Star of the day
whether the Latta is by a benefic planet or a malefic
planet.

In Horary find out the Star of the day & than find out
the Stars occupied by other planets. If day's Star is
influenced by any Latta Star, the results will be ac
cording to that planet's Latta.

In Mahurata, suppose you are planning to enter in a
new house on a day which is occupied by Revati. This
Star is not Latta Star from, Sun, Mars, Jup, Sat, as they
do not occupy 12th,3rd, 6th, 8th Star in forward posi
tion. Similarly Moon, Mer,Ven, Rahu/Ketu donot oc-
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cupy 22nd, 7th,5th, 9th, Star in bakcward positi~n.

This means the day is benefic and Latta does not exist
on that day.
In war, Latta indicates defeat or death.

In travelling, the native never returns.

In Marriage, the widowhood is possible.

In Sun's Latta with Mars indicates loss of position, loss
of property, loss of wealth & serious disease.

In Moon's Latta with Mars, serious danger.

In Sun's & Mars Latta on birth Star, loss of wealth,
sickness, wound, serious danger.

In Sun's, Moon's & Mars Latta on birth Star, serious
danger.

In Sun's, Satrun's Latta on birth Star, sickness danger,
difficult ties.

In Sun, Satun & Moon's Latta on birth Star, very seri
ous sickness is indicated.

In Saturn's, Rahu's or Ketu's Latta on birth Star very
serious sickness is indicated.

In Jupiter's Latta on birth Star, sickness.

In Venus's Latta on birth Star, loss of wife.

.In Sun's Latta on birth Star, foreign travel, skin dis
ease.

In Sun's Latta on birth Star with Mars, loss of wealth
etc.

In Sun's Latta on birth Star with Mercury, separation
from family.

In Sun's Latta on birthStarwith]upiter, danger from
government.

In Sun's Latta on birth Star with Venus, seperation
from wife.

In Sun's Latta on birth-Star with Saturn, loss of gold,
animals & crops.

In Sun's Latta on birth Star with Rahu, danger, de-
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20
-22
24
26
25
23

21
19
17 -

15
13 .
11
9
16
7

40
50
57
72
65
24
14

61 .

63
65
67
69
71
73
51

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)
(30)

Dvitiya
Tritiya _

Chaturthi
Panchami
Sasthr

>,'1.

Saptarni
Astami
Navami
Dasami
Ekadasi
Dvadasi
Trayodasi
Chaturdasi

- Paumamasi
Arnavasya

5. Dbrubank of Days:
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

6. Dbrubank of Lunar Months:
Chaitra
Vaisakha
Jyaistha
Asadha
Sravana
Bhadra
Asvina
Kartika
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Cue Study: Mn. Indira Gandhi'. elevation ;II PM " her Death

Date of Birth 19.11.1917 P.M. P.M. P.M. Murder
Time of birth 13.11 Hre 14.1.66 23.3.71 14.1.80 31.10.84
Place of Birth Allahabad Vedha Vedha Vedha Vedha

Components of
SBC:
Lunar date 5th - - - -
Name Indira - - - -
Day of Birth Monday Venus(B) - - Rahu (R)

Sun (M)
Birth Sign Capricorn Venus (B) - - -

Moon (B)
Ascendant Cancer - Moon Venus -

Venus
Navamsa Pisces - - - -

(Jupiter)
Nadi l.ord Venus Moon Venus Ketu

Venus
Birth Star U. S"dhd Mer (B) - - -

Other Benefic
.t..... from
birth .,..r:

Sravana Venus (R) Moon - Rdhu
Moon

Satabhisaj - - - Sun
U. Bhadra- - - - Mars
pada
Asvirli - - - -
Bharani - - Moon Rahu
Rohini - - - Sun
Arda - - Mercury -
Pusya Moon \ Jupiler(R) -
Magha Venus (R) - - -
P. Phalguni - - Jupiter -

(R)
Hasta - - - -
Svati Moon - - Sun
Anuradha - Jupiter Moon Sat(R)

(R) Ketu
Mula - - - -
P. Sadha - - Mercury Mars

Relations: 8 Benefic 6 Benefic 8 Benefic 12 Malefic
relations relations relations relations

*There 15 afflictton by all the five malefic planets indicating
death.



16Q

Notes:

23rd Star (Visakha) from Moon Star cause sudden
death if aspected by 2/3 malefic planets. In this case
Rahu, Ketu & Saturn are having Vedha aspect on
Visakha.

Birth Star has malefic relations with 2 malefic
planets on 1.10.84 indicates death within a month.

According to Latta Chakra ifMars has latta with birth
Star (3rd Star-being birth Star) from Mars in Mula Star
it causes death any time.
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3. Case Study: Mr. Rajiv Gandhi's elevation as Prime Minister
ofIndia and his death.

Date of Birth 20.8.1944 31.10.84P.M 21.5.1991Death
Time ofBirth 8.50a.m. Vedha Vedha
Place of Birth Bombay Benefic (Malefic)

Components of
SOC:
Lunardate 2nd (SP) Moon Sat(R), Sun
Name Rajiv(R) - Rahu
Day of Birth Sunday - Sun
Birth Sign Leo Moon SateR)
Ascendant Leo Moon SateR)
Navamsa Cancer - -
NadiLord Mercury Moon Sat (R), Sun
BirthStar P. Phalguni - -

(2nd Pada)

Other Benefic
Stars from U. Phalguni - Ketu

Birth Star: Chitra - -
Visakha Mer Sun

Jyestha Venus -
Mula - Ketu,Mars

U.Sadha - -
Dhanistha Moon. Mer -
P.Bhadra - Ketu

"Revati - ! -
Asvini Venus -
Krittika Moon Sun

Mrgasirsa
i- -

Punarvasu - Ketu, Mars

Aslesha - I -I

Ma~ Moon -
Death inflicting Anuradha 17 - -

"

Stars: Hasta 13 - Rahu, Herschel,
Neptune.

Arda6 - Rahu

Андрей
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Mr Rajiv Gandhi became Prime Minister, when Ben
efic planets have 11 Benefic Vedhas.

Mr Rajiv Gandhi was murdered on 21.5.91 when all
the five malefic planets-Sat, Rahu, Mars Sun & Ketu
were having malefic Vedhas of all the panchakas and
sensitive points-Ascendant, Nadi lord, and 8 sensitive
Stars.

In addition, Herschel (R)' & Neptune (R), both very
strong malefic were having Vedha of 13th Star Hasta,
which is most malefic death influcting Star.
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4: Case study: Mr V.P. Singh's elevation as Prime Minis-
ter of India on 2.12.89

Date of birth : 25.6.1931
Time of birth: 7.51 a.m.
Place of birth : Dahiya, Allahabad.

Components of on2S.6.31 Vedha by Berrefics Plan- ..
SOC: ets on 2.12.89

Consonant. Vowel Ve,EE

Lunar date 10th

Day of birth Thursday

Birth Sign Libra

Ascendant Cancer

Navamsa Cancer

]upiter(R)

Moon

Nadi Lord Sun (Dehan
(Nadi)

Birth Star Chitra
------~-----~----------Other Benefic Svati Jupiter (spl)

,-Stars from

Birth Star:

Anuradha

Mula

U.Sadha

Sravana

Satabhisaj

U. Bhadrapade

Asvini

Krittika

Arda

Pusya

Magha

Moon, Venus

Jupiter(R)

Mercury (spI), Venus (spl)

Venus (spl)

Jupiter (R) Venus (spl)

Mercury

Notes: Mr. v.P. Singh became Prime Minister on 2.12.89, when Ben
efic Planets have 9 benefic Vedhas.
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5: Case Study: Mr. Chandra Shekhar's elevation as Prime Minis-
terofIndia on 10.11.1990 at 11 hours, New Delhi

Oath of Birth: 17.4.1927.
Time of Birth: 6-7 a.m, app.
Place of Birth : Bdlia(V.P.).

Components on 17.4.1927 Vedha by Benefic Planets on
ofSBC: 10.11.90

Consonant, VoweI Cha,AA

Lunar date Pumima

Day of birth Sunday

Birth Sign Libra

Ascendant Aries

Navamsa -
NadiLord Sun

Birth Star Svati

Other Benefic Visakha Venus, Jupiter

Stars from jyestha Jupiter (spl)

Birth Star: P.Sadha

Sravana Moon (spl)

Dharustha Moon (spl), Venus (spI)

P. Bhadrapada

Revati Mer (spI)

Bharani Moon, Venus (spl)

Rahim

Punarvasu

:' AsIesha Moon" Mercury, Jupiter.
P.Phalguni

P.s.: Mr. Shekhar became Prime Minister on 1O.11.90when Benefic
Planets have 7 benefic Vedhas.
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9: Case Study: Resignation by Shri Dewe Gowde ft'1>pl Prime
Ministership. . . .

Date of Oath ceremony: 1.6.1996.
Place of Oath ceremony: Delhi.
Time of Oath ceremony: 12.30 hrs,

Components 1.6.1996 Malefic Vecfha
ofSBC: ofPlanets on 31.3.97

(ResWted on11.4.97)

Lunar date 15

Name Gowde,Dewe Sun

Dayofbirth Saturday

BirthSign Scorpio Rahu,Pluto

Ascendant Leo

Navamsa Libra Rahu

BirthStar Anuradha Pluto

Malefic Stars from Mula Sun

birthStar U.Shada Rahu

Dhanistha
--

Asvini

Krittika

Mrga Sun

I Pusya

Magha

U.Phalguni Rahu,Mars

Chitra

Visakha.

Notes:

Only 4 malefic planets are involved in malefic Vedha.

There is Vedha of 4 important components of SBC &
Vedha of 4 important Stars.

Андрей
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.Chapter 20

Astrological Norms for Financial
Gain in Share Market

'l'ri~ddition to the norms explained in this book re
garding trend of prices of commodities and shares, I am
explaining all important Astrological norms for financial
gain in share market. In this chapter, I am giving all essen
tial factors as under:

1. Astrolo~cal factors applied for Share Market.

2. Astrological combinations in the natal chart of the
. native indicating financial gain in share market.

3. Astrological norms for success in Primary market.

4. Astrological norms for success in secondary market.

- Norms for Bullish Market GTeji)

- Norms for Bearish Market (Mandi).

1. Astrological factors applied for share market:

These factors are as under:

It involves all the twelve signs.

It involves all the twelve planets including Pluto, Nep
tune and Uranus.

It involves all the 27 stars.

Main Significator of speculation-Mercury.

Main house of speculation - 5th house.



Main significator of financial transactions-Mercury, Ju
piter and Venus.

Main star for speculation-Aslesha.

Main bullish signs for speculation are-Aries, Taurus,
Leo, Scorpio, Virgo, Libra, Aquarius andPisces.

Main bearish signs for speculation are-Gemini, Can
cer, Virgo, Libra, Aquarius and Pisces.

Main bullish planets are-s-Sun, Mars, Venus, Saturn,
Rahu, Uranus & Pluto.

Main bearish planets are- Moon, Mercury, Ketu, Ju
piter & Neptune.

Aspects influencing share market:

- Planets conjuncting in anyone sign.

- Planets influenced by opposite aspect.

- Semi Square aspect between Sun & Venus.

- Saturn's 3rd aspect & 10th aspect.

- Mars 4th aspect & 8th aspect.

- Jupiter's 5th & 9th aspect.

Longitude of a planet in a sign.

Speed of all the planets:

-Moon

I Mysh'cs ofSarvato Bhadra Chakra 181

-Mer

-Sun

:' -Mars

- Jupiter

- Saturn

.; Rahu ,

- Ketu j
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- Uranus

-Neptune

- Pluto

Combust Planets.

Retrograde Planets.

Retrograde Mercury indicates Iot'of fluctuations in the
share Market

How to handle transaetions in stock exchange:

Prepare Ascendant charts for all the working hours of
the stock exchange.

Fix theduration of each Ascendant.

Place ail the 12 planets in all the charts.

Find out the desired combination or yoga for Sale or
purchase of shares prescribed in Astrology.

2. Astrological combinations in Natal Chart of the na
tive, indicatingBnancial gain from share market.

Speculation in share market is most popular through
out the world. It ensures quick money provided your
star are luckyenough. So all such combinations (yogas)
are given here to enable you to try your luck in share
market

Moon and Mercury in11th house either in Cancer or
Virgosign.

Moon, Mercury & 5th Lord in 11th house aspected by
11th lord or joined by 11th lord.

Moon in 5th house in Cancer or Taurus sign aspected
by Venus or Jupiter or both.

Moon in Aries, Taurus, Cancer or Capricorn Ascen
dant ill the natal chart of the native.

Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus in 5th house in
Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio or Capricorn sign.
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Moon in Leo Ascendant and Saturn in 7th house. In
addition Sun & Mars should occupy 11th house in the
natal chart.

Moon in Capricorn Ascendant, Jupiter in Cancer sign
in 7th house and Saturn in 2nd house.

Moon & Mars in 5th house. In addition Mercury and
Venus should be in Aquarius sign in 8th house.

Moon & Jupiter in Cancer. or Taurus sign in Ascen
dant. In addition Saturn & Mars should occupy Libra
or Capricorn sign.

Moon and Sun in Cancer or Leo sign in Ascendant or
5th house. Moon should not be combust.

Moon and Uranus in Taurus sign in Ascendant or 5th
house. Moon should be behind Uranus.

Moon and Jupiter in Taurus or Cancer sign in 11th
house in the natal chart.

Mars in 10th house in Capricorn and Jupiter in 9th
house in Sagittarius sign.

Mars in 11th house in Aries or Scorpio sign and is
aspected by Jupiter.

Mars and Ketu in 11th house in Aries or Scorpio sign
in the natal chart.

Mars and Jupiter in 2nd house in Sagittarius or Pisces
sign.

Mercury in 2nd or 10th house in Gemini or Virgo sign.

Mercury and Venus in 2nd house in Virgo or Libra or
Taurus or Gemini sign.

Mercurv in 11th house in Gemini or Virgo sign along
with 5th lord, who should be a friendly planet.

Mercury & Jupiter in 2nd house in own or exaltation
sign.
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Jupiter in Ascendant, 4th, 5th & 9th house in Aries,
Cancer, Leo, Scorpio or Sagittarrus sign.

Jupiter in 4th house in Cancer sign and Saturn in
7th house in Libra sign and Venus in 8th house in
Scorpio.
Jupiter and Saturn well placed & related to 5th lord
and 11th lord.
Jupiter in 4th house in Cancer sign and 8th lord in 8th
house.
Venus and Saturn in Ascendant in Libra Sign.

Venus in 9th or 11th house in Taurus or Pisces sign.

Venus in Sth house in own sign with Rahu.

Saturn in 4th, 7th, 10th or 11th house in Libra, Capri
corn or Aquarius sign.
Saturn and Rahu in 11th house in Libra sign.

In general benefic yogas for financial gain are as un
der:

Planet Sign Houses

Moon:

Mars:

Mer:

]up:

Venus:

Saturn:

Sun:

Taurus, Cancer, Sagittarius & Pisces 2,5,10,11.

Aries, Scorpio & Capricorn 4, 10, 11

Gemini & Virgo 2, 5, 11

Cancer, Sagittarius & Pisces 1,4, 7, 10

Taurus, Libra & Pisces 2, 9, 10, 11

Libra, Capricorn & Aquarius 4,5, 10, 11

Aries & Leo 3, 10, 11

Sun and Uranus inAries sign in ASC,5th or 11th house.

Sun in Aries sign in 3rd, 10th or 11th house.

Rahu, 5th Lord and 9th lord or 11th lord-all in 5th
house or in 11th house.

ASC lord, being a benefic planet in 2nd house and
aspected by strong benefic planet.
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ASC lord in 2nd house and 2nd lord in 11th house
and 11th lord inAscendant and Ascendant is aspected
by benefic planet.

Second & fifth lords have an exchange and aspected
by strong benefic planets.

Second lord in 2nd, 4th, Zth, 10th, 5th, 9th or1st house
in own or exalted sign and 2nd house occupied by
atleast one strong benefic planet.

Second lord & 11th lord in 4th house & 4th lord in
own or exalted sign.

Second lord & 4th lord in 1, 4, 7, 10, 5 or 9th house, in
own or a benefic sign and aspected by a benefic planet.

10th house from ASC and Moon occupied by a ma
lefic planet in own or exalted sign.

5th lord & 11th lord conjunct in 11th house.

5th lord & 9th lord conjunct in 11th house.

Notes:

(a) Lucky years according to Natal chart:

Ascendant Lucky Year of your age

Aries 16th year onwards
Taurus 36th year onwards
Gemini 36th year onwards
Cancer 16th year onwards
LeO 28th year onwards
!Virgo 25th year onwards

.... Libra 32nd year onwards
,. Scorpio 24th year onwards

Sagittarius 22nd year onwards
Capricorn 32nd year onwards
Aquarius 25th year onwards
Pisces 28th ear onwards
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,.42ndyear

42ndyear

36th year

24th year

16th & 44th year.

Ketu in 9th house

Uranus in 9th house

Neptune in 9th house

Pluto in 9th house

During theseyears ofyour age,you will be lucky.

(b) Additional Lucky years

Rahu in 9th house

(c) How to determine profitable business transactions in
Share Market:

9th Lord in Natal Chart Significations

-Sun

-Moon

-Mars

-Mercury

- Jupiter

- Venus

- Saturn
...

- Rahu in 9th house

Shares of companies doing
gold business.

Shares of companies doing
silver business.

Shares of companies doing
business in iron, woolen
clothes & red colourgoods.

Shares of companies doing
business inJute, bardana &
green colour goods.

..
Shares of companies do
ing business in oil, ghee,
pearls, perfumes & yellow
colour goods.

Shares of companies doing
business in silver, sugar,
cotton, cotton seeds,
clothes and yarn

Shares of companies doing
business in Oil and silk.

Black Wool and blankets.

Андрей
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- Ketu in 9th house

- Uranus in 9th house

- Neptune in 9th house

- Pluto in 9th house

Blankets and black wool.

Factories and machines.

.: Electrical'goods & general
~l merchandise. X'/iI"tl-~l(.""!'\I~li'))

Medicines, weapons &
mines.

(3) Astrological Norms for success in Primary Market:

Whenever a company invites applicationagainst new
issue, it is known as primary market. To ensure allotment
against your application, following norms are prescribed:

Selection of an application form whose serial number
is lucky for you.

Writing the:application form in a most auspicious time.

Depositing the form in an auspicious time.

1. Lucky serial number of form:

(a) Divide the serial number by 12 and if the
balance is 5 the form is lucky, or add all the digits
ofthe compound serial number and if the added
number is 5, 14, 23, 32 or 41 the form is lucky.

(b) Find out the sign number of dispositor of 5th lord
in your natal chart or 11th lord.

(c) Find out the sign of Mercury's dispositor in your
natal chart.

(d) Find out the most favourable sign number in your
natal chart-strongest according to shadbala

2. Writing the application from:

(a) Adopt sidhayoga, amrit yoga, auspicious hora of
the day, Ravi yoga or Guru Pusya yoga.

(b) Moon should occupy 3,6,10, or I'Ith sign from
your Moon in your natal chart or from ASC,
Moon or Iup.



(i)

Sign

Degree

(j)
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(c) Moon should occupy 2, 4, 6, 8 or 9th star from
your birth star.

. (d) ,A-c,c lcrd, 5th lord andllth lord should occupy
z, 4, 6, 8 or 9th star from your birth star. .

(e) Ascendant, 5th house and 11th house, at the time
of application should be occupied by their lord or
friendly planets.

(f) The strongest sign in your natal chart should be
the Ascendant sign at the time of application and
its longitude should be upto 100

•

(g) The Ascendant sign may be Cancer sign with
Moon therein upto 10° or Moon may be in -lth.
7th or 10th house. Keep vacant 6th, Sth and 12th
houses.

(h) The Ascendant should be occupied bv Jupiter or
Venus in Cancersign.

Moon should occupy Ascendant sign in the fol
lowing degrees:

~10/:4ol:8ol:o/:g>/ ~I ~4ol:101;301:~ol:U~
Adopt Vargottam Navamsa of Cancer, Taurus
or Virgo Ascendant. \

(1<) Keep Moon strong in bright half & strong star in
dark half.

(I) Ascendant sign should be Taurus, Cancer or
Virgo.

Keep benefic planets in 1,5, 9, 2, 11 houses at the
time of writing application form.

Ascendant may be Taurus sign, Virgosign or Cap
ricorn sign, These signs are most powerful for
share market. These signs should be occupied by
Moon, Mercury or Mars respectively. The Star
ocC"unied bv these planets should be 2,4, 6, 8, or
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9th star from birth star upto 100 in the sign. In
addition Navarnsa should be of 2,6 or 10th sign.

The day's planet should be strongest.

The best Maturata is Aries 100-00' to 13°-20' & .~
, Virgo 150°-00 to 153°-20'

Keep Moon in Cancer Ascendant upto 10°
related to Jupiter. Keep Vacant 6th, 8th & 12th
houses.

Revati, Satabhisaj, Asvini, Svati, Sravana and
Chitra stars are good for purchase.

Keep Sun or Jupiter in 5th house or Moon in 11th
house or 10th house.

Moon or Jupiter in 10th house in Cancer sign~

6th lord Mercury should occupy 11th house.

Mars in 11th house in Aries of Scorpio sign.

Depositing the form in the mo~tauspicious time:

Keep the Ascendant strongest and it should be
auspicious day-Monday, Wednesday, Thursday or
Frid~ .

Keep the auspicious hora.

Avoid aspect of Saturn, Sun & Rahu on Ascen
dant & Ascendant lord at the time of submission
of form.

Also avoid any relation of lords of 6th, 8th & 12th
houses on Ascendant & Ascendant lord at the time ..
of submission

Avoid Moon in 6th, 8th or 12th house from As
cendant and Jupiter.

Deposit the form inAbhijit Mahurata.

Deposit the form in Ravi Yoga.
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4. Astrological Norms for success inSecondary Market.

Secondary Market involves sales and purchase of
shares in the stockexchange through a Broker. It is natural
that you will like to sell the shares when the market is Bull
ish and you will like to purchase the shares when the mar
ket is Bearish. Hence I will record here all possible combi
nations (yogas) causing Bullish (feji) in share market and
also causing Bearish (Mandi) in share market

Norms for Bullish Market (Teji) :

Mercury is behind Saturn, Jupiter, Mars or Venus in
the same Star. Tejiwill continue till the Mercury is be
hind these planets. As soon as Mercurycrosses the lon
gitude of the planet, ahead of it, Tejifactor will gradu
ally slow down. If the Moon is ~ead of Mercury Teji
factor will not work.

Mercury is behind Pluto, Neptune or Uranus, Rahu or
Ketu preferably in the same star and is aspected by
Saturn and Mars by 7th aspect, Saturn and Mars
should not be retrograde, combust or debilitated.

Mercury is opposite Pluto, Neptune or Uranus. Maxi
mum Tejiwill be possible when Mercury is 1800 from
any of these planets.

Mercury is combust by Sun. Teji factor will continue
till the Mercury is combust

Mercury is Retrograde and is ahead of Sun in the same
sign. Tejifactor will continue till the Mercury is Retro
grade.

Mercury & Saturn, both are retrograde in the same
sign.

Mercury in Pisces & Jupiter in Gemini or Virgo.

Mercury in Sagittarius & Jupiter in Gemini or Virgo.

Mercury in Aquarius & is behind Mars in the same
Star.

..

, '/
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Jupiter is going to be Retrograde or Direct. Teji will
take place on that date.

Jupiter and Saturn, both Retrograde or in Aries, Leo,
Libra.Scorpio or Capricorn sign. No other planet must
influence this combination.

Jupiter is Retrograde in 5th house having malefic as-
pect or conjunction. .

Jupiter and Venus are opposite each other in the same
longitude.

Jupiter is combust by Sun. Teji will continue till the
Jupiter is combust,

Jupiter in Gemini or Virgo sign and Rahu in Sagittarius
or Pisces sign respectively.

Jupiter is behind, Pluto, Neptune, Uranus, Rahu, Ketu
or Saturn in the same star. Teji will continue till the
Jupiter is behind any of these planets.

Jupiter is Retrograde in Pisces sign along with Saturn
Rise in iron shares.

Jupiter is Retrograde in Aries, Leo, Scorpio or Capri
corn sign along with direct Saturn.

Jupiter and Mars in Cancer, Sagittarius, Pisces, Aries,
Scorpio, Capricorn sign. Mars should be behind Jupi
ter.

Venus is behind Mars in Capricorn sign.

Venus is behind any slow moving planet inSagittarius
sign.

Venus and Sun in Pisces sign but in different stars pro
vided Venus is behind Sun.

Venus in Cancer Sign in 5th or 11th house.

Venus in Sagittarius sign in 5th or 11th house.
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Saturn is Retrograde in 5th house having a malefic
aspect or conjunction.

Saturn and Mars opposite each other in the same lon
gitude or are having an exchange.

Saturn and Mars transit in Aries, Cancer or Leo sign,
but both planets are combust.

Saturn, Mars and Sun in Capricorn Sign and Rahu in
Aries sign.

Saturn is transiting Aquarius sign with Sun or Mars
or Rahu, provided Saturn is ahead of Sun/Mars/
Rahu.

Saturn is Retrograde in Aries or Leo sign with Mars.

Saturn in Pisces Sign & Mars behind it in the same
sign.

Saturn-in Aries, Leo, Scorpio or Capricorn sign along
with Retrograde Jupiter or any of the planet out of
Mars, Sun Venus or Rahu.

Any fast moving planet is behind slow moving planet
in the same star. Rising continue till the fast movin~
planet crosses the slow moving planet.

Mars enters Pusya, Anuradha, U. Bhadrapada stars
owned by Saturn and also occupied by Saturn. Mars
should be behind Saturn.

9th lord conjuncts with 10th lord in ASC, 5th or 11th
house.

Ascendant Lord and 11th lord aspect each other.

Any of the nine planets are behind Pluto, Neptune or
Uranus.

Any two planets exchange their signs and also aspect
each other and one of them occupies a malefic sign.

Any two friendly planets aspect each other by Sth or
9th aspect and are in the same degree but in different
houses.
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When maximum number of planets transit Aries, Tau
rus, Leo, Scorpio, Sagittarius and Capricorn sign.

.... ,,,t'IlKNotes: .~

All the above combinations should be related to 5th
house, 5th Lord, 11th house & 11th Lord whereever
possible.

Success is assured whenAscendant Lord occupies1,4,7
or 10 th house; Sat, Mars & Sun occupies 3, 6, 11th
houses and Jupiter, Mer and Venus occupy 50r 9th
house.

Rising start when fast moving planet is one degree
behind the slow moving planet. These planets should
be Lords of Ascendant and 11th house.

Two planets have 5th or 9th aspect within orbit as
under: .

Sun 15°, Moon 12°, Mars 8°, Mercury?', Jupiter g',
.Venus "JO and Saturn g'

The maximum high marketwillbeat the momentwhen
the fast moving planet concide with slow moving
planet in the same star. Thereafler the prices will de
cline

At the time of sale of shares, Moon should occupy
any of the following stars and is transiting Ascendant,
5th house or 11th house of the chart:

- Purvaphalguni.

- Purvabhadrapada.

- Purvasadha.

-Visakha.

-Krittika

-Aslesha

-Bharani .

At the time of sal~ keep Moon in 3,6,10 or 11th house
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alone and aspected by a strong planet.

At the time of sale of shares, keep 11th horse strong.

At the time ofsale of shares, Ascendantand10th house
should be occupied or aspected by strong planets.

At the time of sale of shares, 5th house and 5th lord
should be aspected by strong benefic planets,

Norms causing bearish trend (Mandi):

When a slow moving planet is behind a fast moving
planet in the same star of a sign.

When a slow moving planet occupies it own sign or
exaltation sign and fast moving planet occupies any
other sign.

Jupiter is behind Sun, Moon, Mars, Mer or Venus in
the same star or Jupiter is ahead of Saturn, Rahu,
Ketu, Pluto, Neptune or Urunus.

Rahu and Ketu are behind Venus (R) , Jupiter having
less degrees than Rahu and Ketu.

Saturn (R) is ahead of Rahu or Ketu.

Any of the 9 planets are ahead of Pluto, Neptune or
Urunus.

When two friendly and benefic planets haveSth or
9th aspect and both planets are in satne degree ego
Sun in Ares 100and Moon in Leo 100.

Bearish trend starts as soon as Moon enters Leo sign
and continue till it achieve the longitude of Sun 100.
In this case the fast moving planet should always be
ahead of slow moving planet.

When two friendly planets have 3rd or 11 th aspect
and both planets are in the same degree.Rest as
above.

JUpiter Retrograde or Saturn Retrograde in5th house
or Neptune (Ret) in second house.


